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" THE TO\VERS " 19~9 - 1950 P<Jl/t On, 
A MESSAGE 
S. R. ROSS 
Principal 
----
TO THE STUDENTS 
F .\~IOCS men as a rule are pro-
digious "orkers. In man) cases they 
ha\'t' been encl()\\ eel by nature with 
superior talent. _:-..:everthele-.;s. e,t·n 
they gain great skill onl) hy dint oi 
intensive application. 
Paden:-\\ ski, the famous pianist. 
practised as though he hacl onh· a 
fract iun of thl:.' time which is a,·ail-
able lo others. lie \\()t1lcl pla) on a 
-;ilem ke, board \\ hik makin°· lorn!.· 
. ~ " 
train trips. so con, incecl ,,a-. he that 
constant practice make!-. perfect. 
Students in the Vocational School have as 
much time as the most talented person. In this 
we are all capitalists. Even a millionaire has 
not at his command one minute more per day 
than the poorest person. So let us make the 
most of our time. 
W e hear nowadays about social justice and social security. These a.re matter& about which no 
student need worry who makes the most of today's opportunities in preparing for to-morrow. An 
energetic worker and thoughtful planner, given a fair share of good health can himself become a 
capitalis t in this fair land of ours. 
Among the most active and busiest students in t his school are those who produce our Year Book. 
This is for them an extra undertaking necessitatinJ much individual work and a great deal of co· 
operative effort. 
My congratulations to the Editor and her staff on having completed a fine job of our 1950 
44Towers". 
THE W . D. LOWE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
Page Two '·THE TO\X' ERS"' 1949 - 19SO 
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From the Commercial Director 
\VH AT HA\ '~ YOC TO DECL.\R E? 
This is the usual question when we 
cross the Border between Canada and the 
United States. especially familiar to those 
''"ho li,·e so near the International Boun-
dary Line. 
This same question faces a graduate 
\\'hen he or she. seeks employment. \\' hat 
,,·ill your answer be? \Vill you be able 
to say that you can type sixty ,,·orcls per 
minute accurately; or take dictation at 
one hundred ,,·ords per minute: or that 
you can keep a set of books accurate ly 
and neat ly? 'l'hese are the usual ques-
tions that are in the mind of a graduating 
student. G. F. DEAN 
But there are other questions that must be faced as we look forward to a succeuful career. We 
will have to declare ourse'.ves on our character, habits, religion, and our ability to get along with 
others. 
To you, who are graduating from the W. D. Lowe Vocational School, the words 'fair play in 
sport' have been impreued upon you in order that you may play fair in business. We hope that 
as you take your part in the life of the communtiy, you will always keep in mind the words of The 
Great Teacher, "Do unto others, as you would have others do unto you". 
C. H. MONTROSE 
From the Technical Director 
Many years ago. a motion picture 
ent itled "The ::\fan of To-morrow" was 
made in this school. It was directed by 
:\I r. Ross. who is no,,· our P rincipal. and 
photographed by the late "\.Ir. Edward 
Flickinger. through the co-operation of 
the Ford :\lotor Company . 
In the picture a boy, called Harold 
13ro\\'n. ,·isits t he school. and afte r seeing-
the ,·arious departments in operation. de-
cides to enrol as a student. 
f never knew \\'hy Harold was cho-
sen to play the part of the student, unless 
it was that he represented the ave rage 
boy- just like you or the boy across the 
aisle. 
I 
0
was curious to know what had happened to Harold, for by this time he could be called "The 
Man of To·day". I was not disappointed. I found that he had followed the training he had started 
here by becoming a journeyman tool-and-die maker. He served overseas with the R.C.A.F., is now 
married, has three boys and ia liTing in his own home. He is a good citizen and highly regarded as an 
artisan in his field; a success we wish all our boys to attain. 
Although cameras are not turning, the story of reward for effort is continually going on and 
you are playing the leading part, for you are "The Man of To-morrow". 
l 
I 
:. 
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THE STAFF 
Front Row- Mr. E. SHRIER, Mr. T. NEILSON, Mr. A. HARRISON, Mr. C. H. MONTROSE (Technical Director), 
,\\r. S. R. ROSS (Principal ), Mr. G. F. DEAN (Commercial Direc1or), Mr. C. COLE . 
. 11,ddle Rou·- ,\\r. E. SIRRS, ,\\r. C. ADSETT. ,\\r. O. SECGIE, \k \\. HAR,\\AN, \\ r. C. \X'ALLEN. 
Mr. f. BARNES, ,I\R. G. PE\\. 
Back Roll' Mr. N. BUIE, Mr. C. KNIGHT. Or. N. MORRl::,QN •. 1\r. E. \\'ALTON, l\r. A. SPARLING. 
Mr. W. MALKIN, Mr. J. MURRAY. 
~ I 
rront Rou~ .\\ iss H . CARLEY. M iss G. GREEN, \\iss Y. GIGNAC, ,l\i•• A. DONALDSON, \\iss H. LAYMAN, 
Miss 0. FRITZ, ,\liss M. CONNERTY, Mi•s H. COUGHLIN. ,l\ iss .\\. GREGORY, Miss J . GREGORY, 
Miss A. McMANl:S. 
,lliddlc Ro,v- Mr. P. 11\cMANUS, Mr. L. COOK, Mr. H. FARR, Mr. H. STOTT, Mr. E. BATES. Mr. H. COWGILL, 
Mr. A. NEELY, Mr. L. .\\cGEE, Mr. P. BENNETT. 
Back Rou• Mr. \X'. JENNINGS. Mr. 0. LA\1:'SON, Mr. \1: ·. AUGUSTINE, Mr. C .. \\URRAY, Mr. A. SEGUIN, 
Mr. J. BAIRD, Mr. E. NEI.SON. Mr. L. STARR. 
Absent .l\iss A. TAYLOR, Mrs. C. CAMPEAU, ,\\iss J. BEASLEY. Mr. B. NE\l'MAN. Mr. A. FRASER, 
Mr. \1:'. ANOER~ON. 
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EDITORIAL 
B y B E TTY S E DIVA 
\\.1-1. \ T lS 'l't:IE YE.\R BOOK? 
It is a challenge to totalitarianism and a 
realization of what Democracy means. In it 
students arc al\\'ays a llowed to \·oice their 
o,Yn thoughts without interference. Tt cle-
\·elops friendships and dra\\'s students closer 
together in a common bond. It is the best, 
and possibly the only \\'ay. of informing stu-
dents about all schoo! acti\' it ies. rt brings 
about closer unit\· needed in even· successful 
school. In short. it represents o;,e essen tial 
that \\'e ha\·e today. F R EED01I of SPEECH. 
We should be very proud of our school which ranks high among the 
Vocational Schools in Onta¥fo. W e thank the former students and also 
the students now attending school for this, for the y are the ones that have 
put Vocational on top. Our hocke y teams, our cadets, our basketball teams, 
our expert typists and orato rs, our successful actors, have all helped to 
make W. D . Lowe Vocationa l School o ne of the outstanding institutions 
in Ontario. 
A s Editor of the "TOWERS", I w ish to thank all students and te a-
chers who ha ve worked together to make this Year Book a success. They 
have give n the editorial staff three things: co-operation, freedom, and loy-
alty for whic h we are ve ry thankful, and they have proved to be responsible 
ass istants. 
GRADS of 1950, I believe that in this school you have found a wealth of arts and occupations. 
Here, you have found the basis for the vocations you chose. Nowhere can there be given a better 
opportunity or training for those who want it. 
We, the Grads of 1950, wish to thank the careful and patient guidance of our Principal and his 
staff. Our success is their success; and if g lory c omes to us, then it also comes to them. Here, at 
W . D. Lowe Vocational School, we have won a treasure of commercial and technical knowledge. Yes, 
Grads, there is a legendary motto from an ancient conqueror ringing out as a c hallenge to us - -
TO STRIVE, TO SEEK, TO FIND, AND NOT TO YIELD. 
THREE TEACHERS WHO LEFT OUR SCHOOL LAST JUNE ... 
Miss MARY O'DONOGHUE 
.•. Dean of Girls, retired from the 
teaching starr last June. She is re-
membered with admiration and affection 
by the thousands of students who ha,·e 
be11efited from her excellent teaching 
and her wise counsel. We. of the 
Towers staff, extend our sincef'!e good 
wishes to Miss O'Donoghue. 
Mr. ALEXANDER P. SEGGIE 
... accepted an important position at 
the Ontario Collel(e or Education, To-
ronto, where he is teaching commercial 
subjects to teachers-in- training. We 
know he will be very successful in his 
new work. 
Miss LOIS STEVENS 
. . . is now teaching English in the 
Kitchener Collegiate Institute and Vo· 
cational School. She taught at our 
school for two years, 1947 to 1949. \l:'e 
\\'iSh her good luck and happin~ss in 
her new position. 
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TOWERS STAFF 
Fi"/ Row- HELEN H OROSZKA, MARY MILLS, OLGA PETERSAK, MARGARET GOLDSMITH, BETTY 
SEDIVA, SHIRLEY BERTRAM, NADIA RADKEVICH 
Second Ro,v- JOE SOBOCAN, Or. MORRISON, MARIO D01\\INATO, ANN LAUB, DON SCOTT. ANN KUBA· 
KO\X'SKI, Mr. WALTON, STELL.A LEVESQUE, BETTY TIBOR, E.\\IL BRESCHUK, JOAN 
COULTHARD, BOB CONROY. LARRY McCREAO) , Mr. SPARLING, MARVIN JOHNSON, 
MURRAY CA,\\ERON. 
BETTY SEDIVA 
Ch:'ef Editor 
MARIO DOMINATO MARVIN JOHNSON 
SHIRLEY BERTRAM 
MARGARET GOLDSMITH 
HELEN HOROSZKA 
G'rl,' Athletics 
BOB CONROY 
JOE SOBOCAN 
Boys' Ath/et'cs 
OLGA PETERSAK 
Social 
Assis/arr/ editors 
E MIL BRESCHUK and MARY MILLS 
Business i-l1a11aKers 
JIM BA WTENHEIMER 
l)ram . t ·cs 
LARRY McCREADY 
Cadets 
BETTY TIBOR DON SCOTT 
Commercial Techn:ca/ 
STELLA LEVESQUE 
Class News 
NADIA RADKEVICH 
JOAN COULTHARD 
Humour 
Mr. B. NEWMAN 
Photovaphy 
ANN KUBAKOWSKI ANN LAUB SHIRLEY WARREN ANDY CANGIANO 
KEN FRASER MURRAY CAMERON GENE KRENTZ 
A. E. SP ARLlNG 
General Supervisor 
Special Reporters 
A. MALKIN 
E. WALTON 
Business Supervisors 
Clas s Reporters 
N. F. MORRISON 
Assistarrt Supervisor 
STELLA LEVE5QUE. AUDREY CHARBONNEAU, RICHARD DESLIPPE. ANN KUBAKOWSKI, SHIRLEY BERTRAM, MARILYN 
SUTHERLAND, ELAINE HEATH, IRENE HASMAN. JOSIE KARCHUK, RONALD ASSIEF, EVA \XIALSH. MARGARET GOLD· 
S\\ITH, PHYLLIS LEMMON, ROG ER MAILLOUX, BETSY STEWART, NOREEN FINN, LEONARD JOBIN, MARIO DOMINATO 
JAMES BA\X'TENHEIMER, ERNEST KOVOSI, LARRY SMITH, GERALD OUELLETTE, EDWARD ALL.EN, NICK KA\\'lALA, 
RON RYMAL, JACK FORREST. BARRY MITCHELL, CHARLES McDONALD, JOHN DRAZIC. RAY GIRARD, ALEX JOHNS-
TON. LOUIS PETRYSHYN, JAMES SAVAGE, ROBERT SPRING. 
Ad Sa l es Staff 
Best . \cl Salesman: KEN LAESSER Second Best Salesman : ROBERT TAUB 
ART LITTLER, TO.\\ PATTERSON, LOUIS PANONTIN, DON BERRI.\\AN. RICHARD McSEPHNEY, MEL HUTCHINSON, 
ITALLO DO.\\INATO, WALTER MURPHY, NORM RADKEVICH. LESLIE MENEAR, BRUNO BORTOLOTTI, ANN KUBAKO\\'lSKI 
HELEN KOROSY, BETTY JANE LITTLE, PAULINE TROTTIER. OLGA PETERSAK, JOAN BEATON, BARBARA HOLLIDAY, 
,\\ARY ELLEN BEVERIDGE, JUNE CLOVER, ANN LAUB, LILLIAN CHALOUPKA, ROBERT ASSEF. 
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working with Canadians in every walk of life si11ce 1817 
Ouellette A venue & T uscarora Street Branch: J. ARCHIE T HOMSON, Mana ger 
···················~-, · ··············~·········· 
Compliments of 
PROVINCIAL 
BANK OF CANADA 
O ttawa St. and Lincoln Rd. 
Windsor. Ont. 
C. E. CAMERON. Manager 
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COAL - BUILDERS' SUPPLIES - CONTRA CTING 
WOOLLATT FUEL & 
SUPPLY CO. LTD. 
Phone 4-2558 2171 Ottawa St. 
Wind·sor 
, .•....... ~·············· ························ 
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The Future 
of 
TOMORROW 
HOLDS GREAT POSSIBILITIES FOR THE YOUTH OF 
TODAY - Are you taking full advantage of the oppor-
tunity afforded you, toward that goal? 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
························ ······················································~······················ 
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VOCATIONAL UNITED 
Hy GENE KR ENT~. President. \ 'ocational l.Jnitecl 
It has indeed been an hon-
our and pri\'ilege to ha Ye been 
elected President of Voca-
tional Cnitecl. It has been a 
pleasure \\'Orking- with the 
students and teachers who 
ha\·e all so willingly given of 
their Yaluable time and fullest 
co-o1)eration in all matters 
concerning our student body. 
Little do we realize, while 
glancing through th e pages of 
th is \'ery successful produc-
tion of "The 'l'o,Yers'1, the 
• VOCATIONAL UNITED EXECUTIVE f t· l f{ t 
Back Ro,v- GENE KRENTZ (President); TERRY FELD (Secretary); at110llllt () )Ille an( e Or 
RUDY CHERNIAK (Treasurer) h. J J 
Fro11t Ro,v- MR. COLE (Finance Controller); MISS McMANUS \\. IC 1 \\·ere SO g-enerOUS )' 
(Sponsor); MR. McGEE (Co-sponsor). contributed by aJJ t he stu-
dents and teachers who composed the " 'l'o-wers" staff. They have produced 
for us a fine Y car nook "·hich. in the futtffe. ,,·ill bring back to otn- minds 
many fond memories of our school days at Lowe Yocationa1. 
'l'o a ll these students and teachers \\·ho worked so well and so successfully 
on this edition of "The Towers''. 1 \Yish to com·ey nw personal congratula-
tions and thanks fo r a splendid accompl ishment. 
A Visit to the United 
By G.ENE KRENTZ 
It was indeed an honour to have been 
sent to vis it the United Nations as a rep-
resentative of our school. The pleasant 
experiences of this trip will long be re-
membered. 
"The United Nations is the chief force 
holding the world together from all the 
conflicting strains and stresses that are 
pulling it apart." 
Nations 
The basic purpose of the United Nations is to save succeeding generations from the scourge of 
war. It is desperately necessary to achieve this purpose in order to preserve our modern civilization 
as a basis for a better world to come. 
The opening words of the United Nations Charter: "We the p eople of the United Nations," show 
c:early that the charter is meant to be an agre em ent among peoples rather than between govern-
ments. The United Nations cannot work by itself ; it can only do what the people want it, or permit 
it to do. 
The United Nations Charter was written with peace as its a im. Its basic principle is co-operation 
for desired ends. The machinery is not, and never can b.e, p erfect; but as time passes and the need 
arises, it can be brought nearer and nearer to perfection. If the aim is considered by all nations too 
important to be cast aside for any reason whatsoever; if the ends are desired strongly enough, the 
United Nations will succeed. Failure means the doom of civilization. Success means the growth of 
a modern world. 
Name 
TANYA ANDRUCK 
RUTH BAUMGARTNER 
BEVERLY BENETEAU 
MARY LOU BROPHEY 
DOROTHY BURTON 
DOROTHY EAVES 
Name 
HELEN HOROSZKA 
MAGDALENE JURKO 
KATHLEEN KOPAK 
STELLA LEVESQUE 
EVELYN MACLEAY 
NORMA MANZON 
Name 
AMELIA MAZAK 
ELIZABETH PHIL.LIP 
IRENE PROKIPCAK 
BETTY SEOI\/A 
JUNE SPICER 
BETTY STEFAN 
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1950 
C4A GRADUATING CL ASS 
Ambitio11 
Another HZe Home Lunch .. 
On time for school 
Find Papa 
To calm down 
\lrs. K. F. 
To please ,\\r. Jennings 
Weakness 
Men 
Alarm c locks 
nimples 
The Air Force 
K. F. 
Bob 
C4A GRADUATING CLASS 
Ambit:·011 
Prinue Secretar)' 
,\\arr)' a Mount[e 
Opera S;nger 
Hook Ray B. 
,'-i\3rry :.t Frenchman 
To j?et my man 
Weakrress 
Tall men 
_\\ounties 
Jimmy 
Speed skaters 
Frenchmen 
Diamond Rings 
C4A GRADUATING CLASS 
Am~:/'011 
I 00 in shorthnnd 
Mrs. 
\l•s. Stadnicky 
To find him 
Chief's secretary 
To be ambitious 
Weakness 
George 
Men 
Benny 
H ockey players 
Pete 
Yellow convertibles 
1960 
Married? 
Still late 
.'Aama 
Mr;. 8. 
4 K. F.'s 
Mrs. Bob S. 
1960 
A"arried ! 
A Mountie 
Another Lily Pons 
Joe's Secretary 
i\'\(IJrried to a Scotsman 
Ha.\'en1 t got him 
1960 
Mrs. C. P. 
Still men 
Mrs. Stadnicky 
Cot him 
i\'rs. Pete 
192~ Ford 
--- . 
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C4A GRADUATING CLASS 
.\'amt 
BtRTHA llLL\IAN 
SHIRLEY \\:'ARREN 
KEN FRASER 
ROBERT GILBERT 
PAT MAILLOUX 
JOE SOBOCAN 
BENNY STADNICKY 
Name 
ANN BETSCHEI 
AUDREY CHARBONNEAU 
\\ARJORIE COF~EY 
JOAN COULTH ARI) 
TERRY FELD 
SHIRLEY GOOOBRANI) 
I 
Name 
P HYLLIS HOLMES 
JEAN ,\\cMILLAN 
.',\ARY NE\\:'AR 
NADIA RADKEVICH 
JACQUELINE ROBINSON 
BETTY ROTELIUK 
Name 
BETTY RO\\:'LANI) 
ANN STAREK 
BETTY TIBOR 
IDA TO.\\ASSINI 
\\ARY TUROK 
BERNICE TUSTANO\\SKI 
BEVERLY WILSON 
,:mbit:·on 
\\arrr a Scot,man 
Champ al "Campus" 
Pension from \Y.I, D. Lowe 
Grow up 
Chitf Cobo ,linger 
"Bookie" 
\\ar11· lrcn~ 
ll't'akness 
Ale~ 
Sid 
Grand Bend 
Teachers 
\\'omen ( An) kind) 
Curl)· hair 
l~nc 
C4B GRADUATING CLASS 
Am!,ft'on 
~armer's ... rre 
To era.cl 
b .. ~,, in !)ping 
Go to Nonh Carolina 
Ceorge 
~ill cedar chest 
ll'<'aknus 
Cowboy songs 
B·own i:url)' hair 
Food 
Twins 
l.'ule t,oys 
Bud 
C4B GRADUATING CLASS 
I 
Ambition 
Vi•il New York 
Gradua1e 
\X'ork in Hiram Walker's 
To jinerbug 
To be 5' J" 
Teacher a1 A,,ump1ion 
lrtakness 
Black curly hair 
Cum 
\X'a1er 
Foo1ball pla)·er 
Curly hair 
Ranches 
C48 GRADUATING CLASS 
Ambition 
\lake $100.00 a week 
R. C. A. F. v.ife 
I 01rn 10 pla)· pool 
Ol)·mpic dh er 
Hunting (,1tuess what) 
\\o\'it star 
I.urn to yodel 
Weakness 
Swimmin,1t 
\\ . I\ an 
A cer1ain part)· 
Louie P. 
Johnny 
George 
A cerrain Frenchman 
196() 
1960 
tiling in Tenn. 
S1ill crying 
Li\' ing on Pension 
~till growin,: 
Jumping Cot,o', 
Jce's joinr 
A large hmily 
Rai,ini,: Chickens and kid, 
Sc'II in \\ indsor 
Raisinr 1ypis1s 
Raising a hmily 
.\\arried 10 George 
Houi,c" ife 
1960 
J\1 arried 
Mr3. Somebody 
S1i11 crying (hie) 
A new Hudson 
Hel\ en forbid 
Cadillac conHrtiM: 
1960 
Succeeded 
9 linle pilo" 
Pool Shark or 19b0 
\\ orld's Champion 
S1ill cracking 
Hudson car 
Sore 1hroa1 
Pa_ge 1 en 
C SPECIAL 
Name 
CORA BAKER 
ANNE BANDOIAN 
JOAN BAYNTON 
SHIRLEY BROADBENT 
SHIRLEY BROWN 
JOY CORBETT 
Weakness 
Talking 
Men 
London 
Sweets 
Thinking 
New Cars 
C SPECIAL 
Name Weakness 
Colchester 
Scrounging 
Muscles 
A rarmer 
Dancing 
·' T H E T O W E R S •. I 9 4 9 - I 9 5 0 
GRADUATING 
Pet Peeves 
Men 
"Doc" 
9 o'clock bell 
Attendance sheet 
Blue eres 
Cooper 
GRADUATING 
Pet Peeves 
Out of gas 
"Blackie., 
Frenchmen 
Paqu-.!tte 
Shorr men 
----
CLASS 
1960 
Comedian 
Gunamoll 
Mrs. W. S. \X'igle 
Nurse 
\X'orking for Anne 
Head cook Honey Dew 
CLASS 
1960 
Talking too much 
? ? ? ? ? 
Donna's Diaper Service 
Raising "Prices .. 
BIRDIE CROWDER 
.\\ARGIE DARK 
DONNA DILLON 
DONA DOWLER 
,\\ARY DUNYAK 
LORRAINE HADDAD .\\ixing cherry pop Kid brothers 
It's hard to say 
Lorraine's place 
C SPECIAL 
Name 
MARCIA HIGGINS 
BETTY LANE 
SABINA LAT\X' INSKI 
DOROTHY LAWTON 
SHIRLEY McCUAIG 
DAPHNE McLAREN 
Weakness 
Jrishman 
Being Ille 
Music 
Tall men 
Little kids 
Tall blondes 
C SPECIAL 
Name 
MARY MILLS 
FLORENCE ORECHKIN 
BARBARA PFEIFER 
MARILYN PRICE 
GERTRUDE PYKE 
DOLORES SHALHOUB 
Weakness 
Packards 
Miami Beach 
Tight skirts 
Red Heads 
L'il Abner 
Tall men 
GRADUATING 
Pet Peeves 
Thinking 
Deslippe 
Deslippe 
Short men 
Snabs 
Sp:ders 
GRADUATING 
Pet Peeves 
Terry 
Moustaches 
Loose skirts 
Silence 
Loose foundations 
Indians 
CLASS 
1960 
Barmaid 
Grand Marais Rd. Commando 
Raising Teddy bears 
Olympic champion 
Snake charmer 
Scrubbing floors 
CLASS 
1960 
Bubbles 
Oh ! Miami Beach 
Miss "\Vow'' 
Mrs. Conte! 
Orator 
Vaporiied 
.. T H E T O \X' E R S " I 9 4 9 - I 9 5 0 
C SPECIAL 
Name 
MARY SLEZIAK 
JEAN SOLIMKA 
!SABEL SOLTES 
SOPHIE SZYCHTA 
JOANNE VERWEY 
\X'IL \\A \X'ALKER 
Weak11ess 
Sewing 
Bird Seed 
Grand Bend 
Motorcycles 
Curly hair 
Johnny 
C SPECIAL 
Name Weakness 
CECILE \X' ASKO\X' IZ Big Hands 
ELEANOR ZAHARIA Ste\'e 
GEORGE ALLEN Skirts 
\X'ILLIAM BRENNAN Sweaters 
JOHN COOPER Cass that run 
KENNETH CROUGH Pool rooms 
C SPECIAL 
Name 
RICHARD DESLIPPE 
RONALD HODARA 
WALTER LAUCKNER 
TERRANCE MARENTETTE 
ROBERT PLANTE 
SERGIO TESOLIN 
TERRANCE TIGHE 
Weakness 
To graduate 
Jitterbugging 
Smiles 
Miss Fritz 
Sophie 
Hol'days 
"C3A" 
GRADUATING 
Pet Peeves 
.\\en 
!;our Notes 
Being late 
Intelligent men 
Home-work 
Di,;hwash ing 
GRADUATING 
Pet PPeves 
Irishmen 
Slacks 
Bi : )•cles 
Room 301 
\X'omen Drivers 
Pool Sharks 
GRADUATING 
Pet Peeves 
Punks 
.\\oochers 
Teachers 
Psychiatrist 
Buying Smokes 
Anne 
\X' ise Guys 
Page E:leve11 
CLASS 
1960 
Never can tell 
Singing for her dinner 
Own Grand Bend 
Queenie 
Model 1929 
Still washing dishes 
CLASS 
1960 
Still knitting the glo\'es 
Ornothologist 
Racing forms 
Brennan's Hotel 
Truck Driver 
Crough's Billiard Emporium 
CLASS 
1960 
Educated bum 
President Royal Bank 
Serving Time 
\\ental disaster 
Lots of "Plante's" 
Rum Runner 
Cue Racker at Nick·s 
T4A GRADUATING CLASS 
Name 
ROSE AMBEDIAN 
SARAH BOOSE 
VINEY CZERWIENEC 
GLORIA OBIREK 
CAROL McKAY 
JOAN PALMER 
Weakness 
Talking 
Millais 
Jimmy 
Books 
Fiihtin,:; George 
Dietin~ 
Ambition 
Dressmaker 
To Syria 
Florist 
Opera singer 
Career girl 
Nurse 
1960 
Still gabbing 
Gone Abroad 
Twins 
Librarian 
Triplets 
Tipping scales at 303 
Pa11e Twel_ve _________ _ 
" T H E T O \X' E R S " I 9 4 9 - I 9 5 0 
Name 
IDOLORES SLYZIUK 
JAMES CAHILL 
ANDY CANGIANO 
EDWARD CHANKO 
THOMAS CLEMENT 
FRANK DITTRICH 
Name 
MIKE DRAGICEVICH 
DAN FERRANTI 
THOMAS FIRR 
ROLLAND HEWSON 
DONALD HOGUE 
MARVIN JOHNSON 
Name 
LEONARD JOBIN 
JAMES KUCHARSKI 
EUGENE KRENTZ 
NORMAN LANGTREE 
RONALD LARSH 
RALPH LAWTON 
Name 
MAURICE LEDOUX 
JAMES LEE 
LARRY McCREADY 
JOHN NEUBAUER 
LEN RIBERDY 
,\\EL\'IN RICE 
T4A GRADUATING CLASS 
Weakness 
Frenchmen 
Conl'ersing with Frenc h)' 
Helen 
Wine, Women and Song 
Lorna 
l)rawing bulletin boards 
Ambition 
Being nice to Jerr~' 
Garlic Farm in Puce 
50 in Math. 
Beat out Eckstine 
To play hockey 
Good glass cutter 
T 4A G R A D U A T I N G C L A S S 
Weakn ess l. mbiliorr 
Lights out Own Sugar Bowl 
Spending Make money 
\X' hich one ? Quit s chool 
\'t'omen Finish s chool 
Picking things up To see Kingston 
,\\argaret To balance on nose 
T 4A G R A D U A T I N G C L A S S 
II 
Weakness 
Wild, Wild Women 
Doris 
Joyce 
Charlie " A,. 
G:rls in college 
Daphne 
/ 
Ambition 
Gain 20 lbs. 
Lil'e in 8-elle Ril'er 
Make a Million 
Mortician 
l'ly a Jet 
Royal Military College 
T 4A G R A D U A T I N G C L A S S 
Weakness 
Jean 
Food 
His girl 
To get out of school 
Alice 
.\liss \X'eston 
~ 
Ambition 
Own a lighler 
Retire young 
Good Oraftsman 
Own mv own teeth 
Work on railroad 
Learn to sing 
1960 
Mrs. Saul'e 
Picking garlic 
New car 
Eck3tine su icid~s 
Ba: helor with Gene 
An old, old man 
1960 
Melting all women 
Millionaire 
Same ones 
Daddy 
In Kingston 
Raising little ~ymnasts 
1960 
Married with 10 kids 
Minister 
Bachelor ? ? ? 
Gra,·e digging 
Married 
Private 
I 
1960 
Mr. Jean 
Hotel proprietor 
Marriage 
Upper and lower plates 
Henry's sla\•e 
Morried to Miss Weston 
" T H E T O \X' E R S " l 9 4 9 - l 9 5 0 
Name 
ALEX PINTER 
GEORGE ROBINSON 
RONALD SEGUIN 
EDDIE SINEWITZ 
CHARLES SANDBACKA 
SUREN VARJ ABEDIAN 
Name 
ANDREW ARCHIBALD 
DAN BANDA 
\~ILLIAM BASHUKI 
FRANK BELANCER 
DONALD BERRYMAN 
GEORGE BISSETT 
Name 
NORMAN C ISILINO 
RUDY DALDIN 
MARIO DOMINATO 
LUCIEN DUYCK 
PETER DUTKA 
WILLIAM E\l;IASCHUK 
I I 
Name 
WILLIAM G RAHAM 
GUNNAR HANSEN 
RON HARRIS 
ALVIN JOHNSON 
WILLIAM KINGSLEY 
JOHN KUPICKI 
GRADUATING CLASS 
ll'taknJ>U 
CSp. Girls 
Vi 
Sailing 
Patsy 
Mr. Cole 
Hazel 
Ambition 
Marry rich girl 
. < 10.00 per hour 
Own a yacht 
Own a car 
Draw a straight line 
Haz!I ! ! ! 
T 4B G R AD U AT I N G C L AS S 
Ambit'on 
Sail Sourh 
Be a Comedian 
Run a mob 
Own Service Station 
To drive a. Cadillac 
Sports 
Weakness 
Smoking 
Good jokes 
Little girls 
Hockey games 
Lipstick 
Mary f,\ •••• 
T4B GRADUATING CLASS 
Ambition 
To get a haircut 
The Rockets 
Own a printing shop 
Play occordian 
Honest shoemaker 
Trip 10 South America 
Weakness 
Starting my car-
Hockey 
Front seat 
Women 
Hansen's face 
Gambling 
T 4B G R A D U A T I N G C L A S S 
Ambitfo11 
RECCE Officer 
Mountie 
To be ambitious 
Millionaire 
Race dri, er 
Truck drh~er 
} 
I (_ 
Weakness 
ITU lessons 
\'\lom-en 
Women 
Loafing 
Driving 
Playing cards 
Page Thirteen 
1960 
Still combing hair 
Shut up, Brats . 
Still sailing 
No job 
Strong man in circus 
Hazel ! ! ! ! 
1960 
Picking up bulls 
Still laughing 
Garbage Inspector 
Selling gas 
Travel 
Geori:e Jr. 
1960 
Still trying 
Bookie 
Retired 
Playing concert 
Cell 9 
Runnin.2; a Casino 
1960 
Gen. W. G. Graham 
Still riding 
Over ambitious 
Pinching pennies 
Gr3\·e digger 
Ford's Foundry 
Page l'ourtee11 "THE TO\X' ERS" 1949 - 1950 
T4B GRADUATING CLASS 
Name 
LORNE MANN 
RONALD MARTIN 
.\\IR ON MOLNAR 
FRED MUD RACK 
WILBERT OXFO RD 
NICHOLAS PAPP 
~mbit:'on 
Rub our Stalin 
Electrician 
Do Chemistry 
To fix a car 
Curly hair 
Another Sill Durnan 
Weak11ess 
Brunettes 
M.athentatics 
Math. 
Girls 
Brunettes 
Cun·es 
1960 
Help bury Joe 
Coif professional 
\X' ho knows? 
It's fixed 
Married 
So tired 
T4B GRADUATING CLASS 
Name 
THOMAS PAT1ERSON 
JULIUS PHILLIP 
RIC H ARD POBEREZNY 
ST ANLEY PRESSNAIL 
GEORGE PUSCAS 
TED REABURN 
Ambit:011 
Member of YWCA 
To play footbal l 
Cooking fish 
Pounding spi kes 
Paper Boi• 
Baby Sitter 
Weakness 
One party in Toronto 
Cocossa 
Blowing bagpipes 
Monday night in Detroit 
Dentist Office 
Redheads 
I 
1960 
Social Worker 
Still trying 
Sa lt Mines, Siberia 
Pounding spi kes 
Paper Boy 
Married 
T4B GRADUATING CLASS 
Name 
STA NLEY REITER 
CLA RENCE ROSS 
H ENRY SCH ULTZ 
W ILLIAM SCOT T 
JAMES STRAC HAN 
FRA NK VETO R 
BU RTON Mc.'IULLIN 
~mbit!on 
Far Ma n in a circus 
Pa ttern 1\'\ aker 
Get a girl friend 
100<!, 
Opera Singer 
"Operator'' 
To sleep 
DAN BALINT 
Cabinet Maker 
Fine Fin ishing. Repairing. Reproducing and 
Refinishing General Woodwork 
"Master Workmanship is my Motto" 
1319 Dougall Road Phone 2-7762 
Weakness 
Droui llard Road 
Literature 
Me 
Motorcycles 
Work 
Women 
Speed 
1960 
Still trying 
Butch-ering Wood 
In Jove 
? ? ? 
Millionaire 
Mayor of McGregor 
Telegraph Boy 
............. .............•............... .... 
DON CURTIS 
AUTOMOTIVE 
CO. LTD. 
912 Coyeau St. 
........ ........... ............................. 
"THE TO\VERS" 1949 - 1950 
GUIDANCE 
,\\r. E. NELSON, Guidance Direcror, counsels MIKE TUROK 
or TIC on h;s choice of major subjecr. 
AND SOME FUN 
Hungry bunch, artn'r they? 
JOHNNY GORDASH - youngesr Juggler 
and Un1cyclis1 in Canada. 
Page P:fteen 
MISS ADA VAUGHAN, School Nurse, makes some repairs 
on BETTY RENAUD'S finger. 
There are all shapes and sizes ar Tech. 
uYou ha,·e had enough, Mr. Baird!" 
Page SiJdee11 
............................................... 
"Sportsman's Paradise" 
ROGIN'S 
Sporting Goods 
SUPPLIES FOR EVERY SPORT 
1335 Wyandotte St. E. 
WINDSOR. ONT. 
Willie "Moose" Rogin 2-4414 
............................................... 
I aaaaaaaaa •a aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa •a aaaaaa 
Compliments of 
~L SEARY, FLORIST 
1927 Ottawa at Kildare 
3-3517 
Flowers for All Occasions 
............................................... 
...........................................•.•. 
SHORTY'S 
AUTO SU PPL I ES 
REO SALES AND SERVICE 
854 to 871 Walker Road 
PHONES 4-3480 and 4-3715 
................................................ 
............................•................... 
SAM'S 
DEPT. STORES LTD. 
CLOTHING AND SHOES 
1526 Ottawa St. 
................................................ 
.......................................... ...... 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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. 
. 
.. 
. 
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. 
Compliments of 
You r 
SINGER SEWING 
CENTER 
276 OUELLETTE A VE. 
. 
•........••••••••.....•...••••••....•.•••......• 
............................................... 
Standard Machine & 
Tool Co. Ltd. 
Tools. Dies, Fixtures. Jigs, Gauges 
P!an-0-Mill. Multiple Heads. Drill Masters, 
Hole Wise ond Special Machinery 
870 OTTAWA STREET 
WINDSOR. ONTARIO 
................................................ 
"THE TO\'CERS" 1949 - 1950 
Class News 
• TEACHERS' SAYINGS in C4A 
:.l iss Carlc:y: ·· I wish you people would get here 
on time so I won ·t waste all my energy writi11g 
your names 011 the attendance sheet." 
:.I iss Connerty: "Attendance sheet please. - - -
\\'ell. don't just sit there. go get it r· 
11 i s D011aldso11: "\\'here arc the hook moni-
tors?" 
).trs. Campean: " >low. now girlie." 
).f iss Layman: "Squads. fall in." 
'.\I r. Harsison: "l'\o comment." 
- Ill-
• BEAUTIES OF CJA 
H:\lR . . . . . . \ 'iolet Bendeck 
EYES Emil\' Saholick 
XOSE . Nives Manarin 
UPS . . . Pauline T rottier 
DIMPLES . . . Ann Kubakowski 
CH l :--J . . . Anita Vachon 
TEETH . . . . Eileen Tornovsky 
COMPLEXIO\' .... . 0 1•.Ja Peter sak 
l\"ECK . . . . . . . . Janet Skelding 
SHOLiLDERS . . . Helen KorosY 
,\ R~LS . . . . . . Bessie Steven·, 
\V AIST . . . :,,[arilyn Russell 
I.EGS . . . . . . . . . . Ann Laub 
\'O[CE - - - - - - - - Joan Beaton 
PERSO:\ALITY . , Dorothy· Bombardier 
''The 3 ).fosketecrs" 
- Ill-
• C SPECIAL "IDEAL BOY" 
GEORGE: Moustache 
B [ LL: Personality 
JOH~ : Voice -
DICK : Phys.ique 
RO!'\ : Hair 
WA LTER : Eves 
TERRY ~l. : ·Humour 
BOB: Smile 
TERRY T . : Clothes 
-Ill-
• C SPECIAL "IDEAL GIRL" 
PE RSOXALIT Y : Anne Bandoian 
EYES: Cecile Waskowiz 
S \1 11.F.: Daphne :McLaren 
HAIR : Joan Bayn ton 
CLOTHES : Jo-Anne Verll'ey 
FIGURE: Barbara Pfeifer 
VOICE: Jean Solimka 
.\ PPEAL: Sophie Szychta 
- Ill-
• OUR TEACHERS' FAMOUS SAYINGS-
C Special 
:,,1 r . P~."-: "I haven't had any sleep in three 
days. 
\ 1 r. Sparling: '' \\'ould you like some arithmetic. 
Marjorie? " 
).[iss Mdfanus : " Be quiet, childr en!" 
\ I r. J cnning-s: .. ).[iss Bandoian ! 'vVhat are you 
doing?" 
Dr :,,rorri~on: .. l'\ow class, I just simply can't 
go on." . 
\I iss Fritz : "Keep your figures neat and small." 
-
.. 
.. T H E T O \X' E R S " 1 9 4 9 - 1 9 5 0 
Class News 
• FAVOURITE SAY INGS 
OF TEACHERS OF C4B 
:.I iss Connerty: "Hands up." 
:.lr. Sparling: "Put away your groceries."' 
:.l iss Fritz: ··Joan and ~adia. you are behind 
the class ... 
:. l r. J eunings: 'Tm working. and the class is 
sleeping." 
:-Liss Layman : "It will cost you a pcnuy to get 
,·our clothes back ... 
;,l.iss Coughlin: "Two 111a~ks off for no dict:on-
an·." 
:.lrs: Campeau: "~o lunches in this classroom." 
- Ill-
• PERSONALITIES OF C4B 
EYES Joan Coulthard 
I.I PS Jacki~ Rdbinson 
:\"OSE Beverh· \.\lilson 
CHl,::--.J . Jean :-.1c:..fillan 
HAIR . . . :.fary Turok 
LEGS Bernice Tustanowski 
EYEBRO\\'S . . Phyllis Holmes 
EYELASHES . . . . . Betty Roteliuk 
HANDS :.l ar\;(C Coffey (third finger left ) 
TEETH Audrey Charbonneau 
FIGURE Anne Betschel 
~111LE . . .\ nnc Starek 
VOICE . . . . . . Betty Tibor 
PERS0t\'AUTY Bettv Rowland 
POPULAR ITY 'I'erry Feld 
CLOTHES Beatrice Starling· 
BRAT:\S . . .. ;,fary ::-,./"ewar 
.\:.IBITIOK . . . :\"adia Radke,•ich 
SPORTS . . . . . Ida Tomassini 
TE.'\CHEWS PET . . . Shirley Goodbrand 
- 111-
0 CAN YOU IMAGINE IN C3A 
Dorothy B. with Leo on a date, 
Joan Beaton in Literature with 28, 
\ 'iolet Bendeck without her Buddy, 
Cla,:rc Charron not being cuddly? 
.\nne Friis not called "Friss" . 
.I ean Kelly and Bob without a kiss, 
Helen Ko:osy without her posture, 
.-\1111 K. without clothes that cost her? 
Ann Lauh short and fat, 
Betty Jane not having tact? 
Donna Low with a beau, 
Xi"es not talking about Bo? 
Irene :.filik living iin town. 
Toni X. not playing around? 
Alice 11. being a flirt, 
Olga Pctersak playing basketball 111 a skirt. 
Josephine P. without her Tony, 
;,[arilyn K riding a pony? 
Endy S. \\"ithout those eyes, 
Ja net S. without her guys? 
Shirley S. without her throb. 
Bessie S. not wearing· a hob? 
:.[ary S. without her Comptometer. 
Helen S. \\"ithout he!' ,·ernacular? 
Eileen T. not talking about D. B .. 
Anne T. \\" ithout her Toby? 
Pauline without her voice. 
Dorothy \'. not making terril:ile noise? 
Page Seve11teen 
Compliments of 
The 
STANDARD STONE 
Company Limited 
1704 HOWARD WINDSOR 
. ............................................ . 
Compliments of 
CHAS~ STROUD 
Beauty Salon 
C. H. Smith Co. Phone 3-1400 
·············································· • 
.........................•.. •.•...............•. 
. 
" SWEET SPOT " 
LUNCHES SODA BAR GIFTS 
PATENT DRUGS MAGAZINES 
We Specialize in Hamburgs 
3021 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
Phone 2-8891 
BUD DROUILLARD LARRY GRANT 
Vet. R.C.A.F. Vet. R.C.N.V.R. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
.........•.......•......•....•..•............... 
Compliments of 
Manager and Staff 
TEMPLE THEATRE 
B. H. MECHANIC. Manager 
. 
. 
.............•..•....•..••.•.•••...•............ 
THOMPSON FUNERAL 
HOME 
961 Ouellette at Erie 
Phone 4-5747 
Gordon P. Thompson, Mgr. 
Gordon P. Thompson, Jr. 
··············································••t 
.......••...••••••.•.•...•.•••................ 
Compliments of 
VET'S RESTAURANT 
Open 7:30 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. 
Best Quality Food 
Quick Service 
1133 Erie W. Phone 3-0328 
................•............................... 
Page Eighteen 
r••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••••••••• •••• 
Smart to Install. Spring or Fall 
KOOLSIDE METAL 
AWNINGS 
Add new life and comfort to your home 
Permanent Enamel Finish 
Representative: . C. G. GLOVER 
1040 Elm Ave. Phone 3-8131 
•••••••..•....•••....••••....•••......•....••••• , 
.... ............•.•••••••••••....•....•.....•.• 
Compliments 
of 
UNDERWOOD LIMITED 
Makers of 
Underwood Typewriters 
154 Pitt St. W. Windsor, Ont. 
·············································••t 
......•••••••••••••••••••..................•.•• 
Compliments of 
WELLINGTON MARKET 
992 Wellington Ave. 
Phone 3-2850 
.... ........................................•.... 
, ....•.......................................... 
Windsor Automotive 
SUPPLY COMPANY LIMITED 
649 Wycndotte St. E. 
Windsor, Ontario 
........................•....................... , 
Walkerville 
Men's Shop 
TAILORED AND SPORTS CLOTHES 
for Men 
1648 Wyandotte E. 
Phone 2-8442 Near Lincoln 
•..•...........•.....••••••.......•...••••..••.. , 
1••···················•••ii•••·················· 
for the Better Dressed Man 
TENO'S TOGGERY 
COMPLETE LINE OF EXCLUSIVE 
FURNISHINGS AND SHOES 
1326 WYANDOTTE ST. EAST 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
~--············································ 
" T H E T O \X' E R S " I 9 4 9 - I 9 5 0 
Class News 
• HOBBIES OF TEACHERS 
.\[r. Cook: Gi, ,:ng a\\'ay passes to Coral Ball-
room. 
.\Ii~s Connerty: .\larking the attendance ~heet. 
.\I iss Donaldson: Telling us about fornH:r stu-
dents who made good . 
Dr . .\forrison : Pacing the floor. 
'.\.l iss Fritz: Chewing her pencil. 
:,.,fiss Green: Supplying the gid~ with IICNlb 
and nail polish . 
.\I iss Carley: Trying to make C-1 B expert 
typists. (Tough job). 
- Il l-
• CAN YOU IMAGINE IN C4A 
E,·clyn .\lacLeay \\'ithout her Lenny, 
, \nd Irene Prokipcak without Benny. 
\'orma '.\Canzon timid as can be, 
Pat :,.,tailloux not tall as a tree . 
.\lagdalene J urko not liking Bookkeeping Cla,s. 
June Spicer just barely mak·in;; a pass. 
Dorothy Ea,·es with sloppy sweaters. 
. \nd Dorothy Bu~ton not \\'riting g·ood letter,. 
Bc,·erly Beneteau without those glances . 
. \ melia .\Laza k without her rom.ances, 
Robert Gilbert six fet"t tall, 
Tanya .\ndruck not playing basketball. 
l{nth Baumgartner at school on time. 
Bertha Ullman \\'ithout a dime. 
'.\lary Lou Brophey "·ithont her Bil I. 
Kathy Kopak be.:ng a pill. 
l~lizaheth Phillip dating Joe. 
Betty Stefan \\'ithout a joke. 
Stella Le,·esque \\'ithout the boys, 
Betty Sedi\'a playing with toys. 
Helen Horoszka "·ithout her Ste,·e. 
Joe Sobocan flirting with Stella, 
Shirley \\'arren not meeting her fella. 
- Ill-
• CAN YOU IMAGINE IN C3B ? 
Gloria remembering the attendance sheet, 
Or .\1 argarct doing her homework neat. 
.\nd Agnes Benca trying to be a nob. 
Shirley Bertram not loving Boh? 
Elsie Roros not dreaming of Doug. 
'.\larie going· out with an American lug ? 
Lillian at school with her new blouse torn. 
Pauline telling a joke about a moron? 
. \nd Barbara Holliday not making a noise, 
\I ahassine Kadrie smiling at boys? 
l•:unice :\lartin losing her accent . 
. \nd Esther ha\'in•z all her money spent? 
.\nd Pat making all the boys come crawling. 
\'iolet Parkes making eyes at Mr. \,Vallen? 
:,.,1 ary Pedlar not playing basketball. 
:,.,1 adel:ne with her wrig·gle down the hall? 
Can you imagine Eleanor calling Ron, 
0- Helen Russell coming home at dawn? 
Dolores gi,·ing Louie her heart, 
. \1111 playin·z the piano till death do them part? 
:\nd beautiful Sally getting up out of bed . 
. \nd Jennie looking sweet in a sweater of red? 
J o-.\nne on time and pay,ing attention, 
\Liss Coughlin saying, "It's a half minute to 12. 
Let's do some dictation?" 
"THE TOWERS" 1949 - 1950 
Class News 
• NICKNAMES IN C2C 
- Lemon ,osrn K .\HCJICK 
11{ E:-.: E KECZE).£ - Snookums 
I.OH R.\l!\E STl~I:-..;KE - -
LOL.ISE LOCKHART -
L.\liR.\ O Ll\'. \ STRI 
COLLEEX ).[cC.\XX -
DOREEX DE;11 ERS 
- Stinkv 
- - Peanut-s 
- Blondic 
- - - Cooky 
-11-
• FAVOURITE SAYINGS OF CIE 
Phyllis Reid: "\'ou brain wave" 
Doreen Schisler: "Knock off'· 
Shirlev T odorek : "Bonehead" 
).fary -Stretye : "Egads" 
Gerry Tessier: " \Vhe:e·s Da'"e ?" 
1fickey Trenton: "Eh? \\'hatzat?" 
).Ja1·y Prosser: "Oh, nuts, .. 
- Stupe 
Brenda J ones : "Tll smack yo\1 in the chop~" 
Edna ~haw: "That's pathetic"' 
Donna Thompson: ··oh, shucks !" 
H ele n Saholick: "Sure thin•6 " 
Joan Koopman: ··oh, for a date with Louie" 
.\1rne Smithson: "dum-da-da" 
Joyce ).lark: "La-Te-Oa" 
J oyce ;1lills: ··IToly woof!" 
Evelyn ~avage: "Go \my" 
\\'ilia Seymour: "It"s all for spor t" 
;1largare t Yesbeck: ··Yes. but why?" 
Edyth Shaw: "Piper·• 
).fa: garet Smith: " Ifs a good thing·· 
J ean Piette: '·Come on in'' 
Lucille Schmidt: "Oh. ya !" 
1Carlcne Huback: "Holy teapots!" 
Betty Salmack: "Sure" 
Yvonne Rocheleau: " Dry up. You·rc all wet" 
Jean Tofflemire: 'Tll beat you up" 
:.l an· Pucovski: ··Gee \\'hiz !" 
Elizabeth Spoiala: "Take a fit" 
Helen Simpson: "Jump in the lake" 
Olga Rajs igl: ··That's not nice" 
Doris Lussier : "That's for sure". 
- Ill-
• CJB's SWEETHEART OF 1949-50 
Figure 1-CARIE CA).f PB ELL 
Legs SALLY WHEELER 
Eyes - - - EUNICE ).f ARTl'X 
Clot hes - LILLIAX CHALOUPKA 
Hair - - - - GLORIA .\ LICE 
Yoice - - PAT 11cAREE 
Per~onalit,· - - JO-ANNE \\'OLTZ 
Lips - • BARBARA HOLLIDAY 
Freckles - - - - SHIRLEY BERTRA1J 
Complexion 11.'\DELI'.\E PISCOTTO 
Smile - ELSIE BOROS 
-II-
• VOCATIONAL'S DREAM MAN 
Hair 
Clothe~ -
Sports 
Persona lit,. -
Eves · 
\'~ice 
CHUCK D.\LPEE 
ALEX PIXTER 
SCOTTY BISSETTE 
BOB D.\ \\'SO:\' 
BOB PL.-\~TE 
;1fE L R ICE 
" 
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If You Want to Learn to Sew 
SINGER'S 
Is the Place to Go 
Singer Sewing Center 
1526 Ottawa St. Phone 4-8444 
.... .................. ..............••••••• ,.~· 
JOHN \¥EBB 
Diamonds, Watches, Fine Jewellery 
lmporlsd Enqlish China 
552- 556 OUELLETTE AVE. 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
............................................... 
A. WHITLEY LIMITED 
Office Equipment 
"ROYAL" the World's No. l 
Typewriter 
WINDSOR, ONT. 86 CHA THAM ST. W. 
Typewriters Sold Rented Repaired 
................................................ 
111 1 111••11111111111 1 111•••••••1Aaa11aaaa1aaaaa 
Geo. H. Wilkinson Ltd. 
SPORTING GOODS 
FIRST IN STYLE 
LUGGAGE 
FIRST IN QUALITY 
. .... ..........................••................ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
ALEXIS GROCERY 
Choice Quality 
Groceries - Meats 
2999 Tecumseh Rd. at Alexis 
Phone 4-4980 
Compliments of 
WINDSOR 
TOOL & DIE CO. 
575 LANGLOIS 
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COMMENCEMENT 1948-49 
THE 'J'\VEX'l'Y-SE\"EN"l'H .\ X~G.\ L COMi\IE~CE:\lENT 
By KATHLEEN KOP AK, C4A 
The Commencement for the class of 1948--19 was held Friday e,·ening, Xovember 18, 19-19, at 8 :00 
o·clock. The auditorium was filled to capacity with the proud and smiling faces of friends and rela-
tives of the graduates. This commencement was the turning point in the lives of some 126 studenb. 
:.fany ambitious undergraduates watching the students recei,·e their hard-earned diplomas, were 
dreaming of the time when they too would mount the platform to receive recognition of successful 
completion of their High School courses. 
The chatting in the auditorium was silenced at eight o·clock when the graduates filed slowly in-
to the auditorium to the strains of a march by Schumann. :\ fter the singing of ··o Canada". Mr. S. 
R Ross, prino:pal. spoke to the graduates complimenting them on the successful completion of their 
courses. their fine work. and their contribution to the life of the school. Then :.fr. Ro;s introduced 
Dr. f-T. D. Taylor. chairman of the \\"ind,or Board of Education. who extended his co·1gratulatio11s 
and good \\··shes for happiness and success. 
l\1iss .\lary £-Tasman. who was in the class of 19~3. added to the e\·ening·s entertainment by ren-
dering a delightful violin solo which was recei,·ecl enthus·iastically by the audience. 
l\fr. \\"illiam ~i\·ell. of the Board of Education. spoke to the graduates stressing· the importanct 
and the advanta::,e of hadng a good education. .\I r. H. Lloyd Johnson. also representing the Board 
of Education. ,,·ished the Crads good luck and every success. 
The main speaker of the evening . .\liss Helen .\llison. Registrar. l.Jn:\·ers,:ty of \\'estern On-
tario. was introduced by :\[ r. George F. Dean. .\I is,, . \llison mentioned the factors necessary to ma k-
ing a good life as well as making- a good living and stressed as one of the most important, a good 
knowledge of our English language. ~f.iss Allison closed her address with the words, "Class of 19-19. 
you are the graduate3 of one of the best schools in the hest part of the British Empire. You can 
Ji,·c a good life here. \\'e count on you to help in Canada·s development.'' 
( Continued on Pag e 37) 
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VALEDICTORY 
By ANNE PAVLECH 
1lister Chairman. Honou red Guests. Fellow Gra-
duates, Ladies and Gentlemen : 
1 t is with g reat pride that I am speaking to you here 
tonight on behalf of my fell ow graduates and myself. 
T he goal. we of the 1949 graduating class have bee1~ 
striving fo r. is here. the n ig ht we have been looking 
fonyard to fo r fou r years - fou r years of wonderfu l 
memories. four years of good ha rd work. 
Page Twenty-One 
The ship, W. D. Lowe Vocational, has at last arrived at graduation harbour, and tonight ap-
proximately 150 graduates disembarked and received their diplomas. And I know that as each one 
of us here tonight walked up on this platform to receive a diploma, we realized that it was an oc-
casion worth the time and the effort which we put forth in the past four years. Yes, tonight is a 
night whose memories we will cherish and embed in our hearts forever. 
Let us for a minute think back to that day on which we first entered this school. We were a 
little excited and maybe a little afraid of the great step forward which we were about to take. How-
ever, with the vision of this night before us, we were determined to see it through and attain a high 
degree of knowledge, and although many have fallen along the wayside, many more have reached 
their goal. 
Lowe Vocational offered us more than the mere opportunity to increase our stock of knowledge. 
The various shops, laboratories, typing and office practice rooms, guidance and health clinics were 
all ready to assist us with our problems, so that we might become happy and useful citizens in our 
community. 
Yes, four years seemed like a long time. But they were four years full of new interests, full of 
opportunities for the display of talent, which was always bountiful, full of displays of good sports-
manship. When we think of the wonderful concerts and operas presented here in this very audi-
torium, of the "always on top" basketball, football and hockey teams, and of the numerous students 
w ho have brought honour here, we have good reason to be proud of our school. 
I am sure that most of us over the period of four years, at one time or another, felt somewhat 
discouraged at the thought that we would not have the courage and the patience to continue. Some 
of us may have been disillusioned by the importance of money-making, and perhaps a little envious 
of our friends who were out earning a living, thereby enjoying luxuries, which we, who attended 
school, could not afford. But we felt confident that the education we would receive would be a great 
asset in the role we would play in society. We looked forward to the future and had confidence in 
ourselves. 
At this time, I want to expresa, on behalf of the graduates and myself, words of appreciation 
and sincere thanks to our teachers and to our parents, without whose encouragement, assistance, 
understanding and patience, we would not be here tonight. 
Today, we have come to the end of another chapter in our lives; a chapter overflowing with 
reminiscences. Tomorrow, we will begin another chapter. What lies ahead for each one of us, we 
cannot say. We are leaving behind a job well done, and now we must look ahead to another one, 
a job more important and 
more vital. Now we must 
project the knowledge we 
have appropriated into the 
various activities of our fu-
ture life. .. The time has 
now come for us graduates 
to step forward into a 
World of Work a 
World of Peace. May God 
give us s trength to keep it 
so. 
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MERIT PINS- No. 4 
Robert Sands 
MERIT PINS- No. 3 
Eug:ene Dzis 
James Cahill 
John Semancik 
Joe Sobocan 
MERIT PINS- No. 2 
Jane Ballantyne 
Gerald Edgley 
Eugene Krentz 
Larry McCready 
Gloria Obirek 
Ann Padech 
Josepbine Pillar 
Richard Poberezny 
Frank Sekela 
L)ole \Vay 
MERIT PINS- No. 1 
Jeanne Tutton 
Patnicia Marchini 
June Spicer 
Beverly Beneteau 
Anita Vachon 
Andrew Ulicny 
Hazel Eckert 
Helen Kaminski 
Jean Polkosnik 
William 1fartin 
Barbara $zaniszlo 
Dolores Romaniuk 
Joan Lewis 
Emil Breschuk 
Maurice Berthiaume 
John Rlok 
Adrien Baillargeon 
Ronald Simpson 
Ja mes Oprcnchok 
Paul Puco1·skv 
J dhn Steiner · 
John Hauzer 
HENRY BIRKS & 
SON AWARD-
Shirley Queen 
GOLD PITMAN 
AWARD-
Ann Pa\'lech 
READER'S D IGEST 
AWARD-
Ann Pavlech 
GREGG OFFICE 
PRACTICE AW ARD-
Myrtle Reiter 
BRONZE PITMAN 
AWARD-
Stella Grayce 
SILVER PITMAN 
AWARD-
Shirley Queen 
HONOUR PINS-
Mildred Gordner 
Paul '.\facko 
Rosemarie Tumbick 
Barbara .\utterson 
Edward Skarbek 
'.\[anola Silver 
Doreen Kennedy 
Barbara Flowitt 
Alice Feta 
Shirley Landon 
Shirley Queen 
'.\ifyrtle Reiter 
Dorothy '.\I oore 
Angela Farkas 
Julia Pillar 
Doreen Reddam 
Stella Grayce 
Kazimiera Dastyk 
Betty Gazo 
:\nnc Stilinovich 
Ah·ina Heffernan 
Ruth \3aumgartner 
Dorothy Eaves 
Betty Sediva 
LueJla Taylor 
Bernice '.\[cFarland 
Tanya .-\ ndruck 
Evelyn 1lac Leay 
Hans Klein 
Helen Korosy 
:\1111 Laub 
.\nne Kubakowski 
Eileen Tornovsky 
'.\[arilyn RusseJI 
Alice '.\lolinari 
Betty Jane Little 
Olga Petersak 
Emily Sabolick 
Sheila [nglis 
Helen Straky 
Bessie Stephens 
'.\lary Stilinovich 
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HONOUR PINS-
Dorot'hy Vott 
,\nne Torrance 
i\'ives Manar~n 
Ida ~lacri 
'.\f ary Fri111er 
'.\[ary Lukacs 
Irene Ginovsky 
Kueta Gut 
llargaret '.\(uller 
Diana Beaumont 
John Mersch 
Robert '.\Iartin 
Elizabeth Cameron 
Helen Sylka 
Joan Potosky 
Edward Ha !as 
'.\Lary Kessel 
Eddie Sinewitz 
\V iJliam Scott 
Ronald ~fartin 
Rudy Daldin 
George Puscas 
Julius Phillip 
Peter Dutka 
Marvin Johnson 
Suren Varjabedian 
'.\'I eh·in Rice 
Donna Knowles 
Cordon Seymour 
Fred Altenhof 
Edward Browell 
Lewis Panotin 
Leonard '.\1cBride 
Dennis Burkoski 
Clarence Campbell 
Edward Allen 
Robert Baker 
Frank Balogh 
Raymond :\Iendler 
Vincent Kogut 
l<aymond 1Ii11ette 
Edwin Zelko 
Robert De1\J1is 
GOLD TYP ING PIN-
Angela Farkas 
Shirley Queen 
'.\fary \Veiko 
SILVER TYPING PIN 
Kaziemira Oastvk 
Lena F ostyro1·ich 
Katherine Franz 
Betty Gazo 
SteJla Grayce 
Alvina Heffernan 
:\I argaret Lu kascvich 
Annie :Vladura 
Julia Pillar 
Olga Ponic 
Rosemarie Rau 
Doreen Reddam 
Myrtle Reiter 
Katie Remillong 
Mary Sekela 
Ann Stilinovich 
Anne Turok 
Jeanne Tutton 
Bettv \'as 
Barbara Weepers 
Ed"·ard ~karhck 
BRONZE TYPING 
PIN-
Joan Busby 
Korma Chi1:taro 
:-.rola Dobbyn 
1--ilsie Fostyrovich 
Lillian Gooch 
Ruhv Grant 
Joyce Heffern all 
Phyllis Kearns 
Lenore Longeuay 
'.\[ae '.\lacDonald 
Dorothy Moore 
So[)'hie &pulak 
Antoinette Stawychny 
Helen Wylupek 
John Semancik 
John Farris 
VOCATIONAL 
UNITED AWARDS-
Mary Maker 
Pat \ Veston 
Doris St. Louis 
Arnold White 
Mary Kessel 
George Bisset 
Larry }fcCready 
Margaret Bensette 
Stanley K.asty 
Hazel Burt 
E lsie Fostyrovich 
'.\fac Dunbar 
John Scmanoik 
Donna Morrison 
Betty Tibor 
1Iarjorie Coffey 
Josephine Pillar 
Dorothy Spitkoski 
Patricia McArce 
Sally Brown 
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Compliments of 
W. H. McLean Limited 
198 Chatham St. E. Windsor, Ont . 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS 
Phone 3-5249 
. 
................................................. 
...... .... .............................. ...... . 
C. H. Mcinnis Co. 
CONTRACTORS 
1857 Walker Road 
.............................•.................. 
. ..................................•........ . .... 
For Better Education 
It's W. D. Lowe Vocational 
For Better Values 
it's TEPPERMAN'S 
Ottawa at Pierre Phone 4-6418 
................................ . . .•............ 
················································· 
Compliments of 
Ottawa Pharmacy Ltd. 
Prescription Specialist 
898 Ottawa St. 
LEO T. DOAN 
·························· ······· ··············· 
················································ · 
GLASSES PRESCRIBED VISION TRAINING 
GEORGE S. PRINGLE, 
R.O. 
OPTOMETRIST 
Suite 206 . 208 
744 OUELLETTE AVE. Phone 2-3021 
, ................... ............... ..........•••. 
······ ······································ ··••J 
Compliments of 
P. L. Reaume & Son 
Coal and Coke 
1573 Langlois Phone 3-5289 
..•.........•...........•......................• 
... ............................•............... .. 
Windsor Ambulance 
Service Company Limited 
4-8664 
Specialists in Invalid Transportation 
Complete, Professional Ambulance Service 
24 Hours a Day 
. ...................................... ........ . 
.....•...........•.......••............••....... 
Compliments 
of 
Morris Flowers Ltd. 
1636 Wy<;!ndotte St. E. at Lincoln Rd. 
68 Giles Blvd. E. 
Phone 4-5101 
................................................ 
. ...............•............................... 
Compliments of 
HEFFERNAN'S 
PANT and 
Sl{IRTLAND 
653 OUELLETTE 
.•............................................. 
Phone 2-1230 
BEAUTY SALON 
SPECIALIZING IN COLD WAVES 
BOB RUSSELL 
Manager 
1153 Ottawa Street 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
................................................ 
··········· ····················· ··············· -..! 
Compliments of 
RADIOLETRIC 
SERVICE CO. 
711 GLENGARRY 
. ...••.................................•....... . 
Rod's Snack Bar 
ROD. HOFL!CK 
PHONE 4-1344 
448 Tecumseh Road, East 
Windsor, Ontario 
............................ .•••..............•. 
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SCHOOL SONG 
W. D. LOWE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
By PERCY BENNETT 
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"'7'e s~" 
By GILBERT & SULLIVAN 
The dramatic production of this year 
., a,.; "The Sorcerer", directed by .\fr. Percy 
Bennett. and performed on the three en~-
ning, of .\larch 2, 3. and 4. .\fr. \Villiam 
.\lcCabe directed the orchestra and Daph-
ne ;1lcLarc11 prO\·ided the piano accom-
paniment. 
"The Sorcerer" is one of GHbert & S11l-
li,·a11 ·s earlier \\'Orks, and, although it i~ 
not performed as frequently, it possesse~ 
he same charm of melody and rhythm and 
humorous episode, that characterize their 
mo~e \\'ell-known works. 
The Story: :\lexis (Cecil Fletcher). 
, on of Sir ;o.larmaduke Po:ntdext:e (Fred 
Lodge). is betrothed to Aline ( \\'yn Gar-
de,1), daughter of Lady Sangazurc (Glo-
ria Obirek). Alexis. enamoured of lovr. 
conceives the idea of having a firm of 
,<>rcercrs of T. \\'. \\'ells (V.'illiam Crump) 
administer a love potion to the entire ,·il-
lage at his betrothal banquet. This is done. 
with the result that every member of the 
,·illage falls in lo1·e with the first person 
he- or she meets \\'ho has also taken the 
pction. This. ho\\'cver, brings about many 
a\\'k,,·ard situations that can be rcmed:ed 
only hy breaking the spell. This requires 
a ~acrifice. and the sorcerer himself. T. \\'. 
\\'ells. is chosen for that honour. Up011 
the sacrifice of the so~cerer, the spell dis-
~olves and a'll are happy as they return to 
their former loves. 
Other principal characters ,;n the play 
a~c Or. Daly (George Allen) . .\I rs. Part-
lett ( :'.llrs. h·y Smith). her daughter Con-
:-tance (Anita Vachon). and the ='Jotary 
(Horace Cowgill). 
A fine chorus of thirty-six ,·illagers 
htuclents) ~ustained the dramatic action 
oi the play. The beautiful and approp-
riate scenery was designed in the school. 
and the lighting and sound effects \\'ere 
ta ·<en care of hy the boys of the Electrical 
Department. 
Chorus of V:llagers-Girls: Colleen ;1tc-
Ca1111. Eileen Tornovsk\·. :\1111 Kubakowsk:. 
Pauline Trottie: . Eu,;ice '.;o.fartin. Violet 
Parkes .. \nna Rau. Dorothy Lawton. ;-.1ar-
({aret \\'right. J can Polkosnik. S•hirley 
ln..i,lis. ;,largaret Carnegie . Y,·onne Laham. 
Shrley Bertram. Elaine Heath . .\1ary Pav-
lech. Boys: James Bawteuhe:mer. \,\'al-
ter :vlu:phy, Donald Hogue. James Stra-
chan. Edward Chanko. James Kucharski. 
Eugene Krentz. \\'illiam Kingsley. Don 
Bcrriman . .\1ario Dominato. Lorne .\Iann. 
\\ 'lliam Fioret. Donald Hewitt. Larry 
Gravelle. :'\orman Cisilino. 
This p~oduction of "Th e Sorcerer" is 
ai:other of the many enjoyable operettas 
that ha,·e been performed in the Lo\\'e 
\"ocational School under .\fr. Bennett's 
direction. To all who took part. \\'e ex-
tend our thanks for a Yery pleasant eve-
11i&:1g oi music and fun. 
Page Twenty-Seven 
Miss Gif:nac is the artist workin.e: on Eunice Martin's er~brows 
\\'.'illie Fior~t shows us the quick way to get a moustache 
Part of the Chorus -0f Villagers 
Page T,ve11ty-Eight 
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S. S. l(RESGE CO. 
LTD. 
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M'odern and Up-to-Date 
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COMMERCIAL 
Although we like the fun and the 
friendships, the games, the plays, the 
aS<Semblies, displays, and the many other 
extra features of school life, we aU know 
that the real reason we attend Lowe Vo-
cational School is to learn - - to acquire 
knowledge, skills, and ideas that will help 
us to earn our livelihood and to become 
responsible and worthy citizens of the 
community and of Canada. 
We are proud of the courses we are 
taking in the Commercial Deparhment of 
W. D. Lowe Vocational School. After 
four years' training, we shall receive the 
High School Graduation Diploma of the 
Ontario Department of Education. We 
can expect that our practical training and 
our standards of accomplishment will 
open the door to satisfying and worth-
while work as it has for hundreds of gra-
duates before us. If we wish to take fur-
ther courses and if circumstances. permit 
us to do so, we know that our studies at 
Lowe Vocational School have been broad 
enough to permit u s to follow other stu-
dents who have continued their studies at 
such places as Wayne University, Detroit 
Institute of Technology, as well as vari-
ous schools of nursing. 
In this fourth year of our course, we 
like the feeling that we shall soon reach 
good office standards in our classwork, 
in typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping, 
and in other subjects of our course. Also, 
we appreciate the extra opportunities of-
fered us in this final year of our course 
- - the work on the switchboard, a nd on 
machines, the secretarial work, the day 
at the C. H. Smith Company store, and 
the "co-operative training program". 
Last November, students of the 
fourth year, of the one-year special course, 
and of some of the third forms, were giv-
en the privilege of going to the C. H. 
Smith Company to work with the regu-
lar employees for a day. This experience 
gave us a general insight into the work• 
ings of a large department store, and an 
opportunity to try our hand at salesman-
ship and the handling of customers. And, 
by the way, we enjoyed the delicious meal 
at the Norton-Palmer Hotel provided for 
all of us by the C. H. Smith Cornpany. 
Page Twentv-Nine 
DEPARTMENT 
By BETTY TIBOR, C4B 
In the "Co-operative Training Pro-
gram", fourth-form Commercial students 
are assigned to various offices in Windsor 
for s ix consecutive Fridays in order to 
acquire some practical experience and to 
view the various procedures followed in 
different concerns. Offices that co-oper-
ate with the s.chool in this plan are Gen-
eral Motors, Kelsey Wheel, Hira m Wal-
kers, Prudential Insurance, Underwood 
Typewriter, a nd many others. The work 
students are given to do includes filing, 
typing, billing, dictation, switchboard operation, machine calculation, duplicating, and general office 
duties. Such experience is very worthwhile and greatly appreciated by the students. 
After spending four years in the Commercial Department of Lowe Vocational School, we ap-
proach graduation with a feeling of sincere gratitude towards a wonderful school. 
Page Thirty 
TECHNICAL 
Two of these boys in the Welding Shop must 
be getting very weak; it takes both "Joosey" 
and Bert to hold up that very light torch. 
Gunnar Hanson is a little stronger; he is hold-
ing up a ve,·y heavy pair of pliers. Just what 
Pete Dutka intends to do with that screw-
driver, it's hard to say. Perhaps Mr. Cowgill, 
the welding instructor, could tell us, or could 
he ? 
I am told that Mr. Buie is showing this group 
of sheet metal "experts" the gears for an 
"automatic basketball scorer". We could make 
use of such a machine around here. If Mr. 
Buie, Bob Paterson, and Don Scott can get 
the complete blueprints, they will make one 
for us, no doubt. By the way, Don and Bob 
are known in sheet metal circles as the "ter-
rific tinsmiths". 
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DEPARTMENT 
By DOX SCO'l'T. T3D 
The big sign in Mr. Anderson's Electricity 
Shop says, "Danger! Do Not Touch", but it 
doesn't seem to mean a thing to George Puscas 
and Tom Patterson. They will have to learn 
that Mr. Anderson teaches the most "shock-
ing" subject in the school. The three industri-
ous fellows at the back of the picture are 
Bob Kingsley, Stan Pressnail, and Chuck Rea-
burn. 
This picture was snapped in Mr. Barne's Auto 
Mechanics Shop. Jim Christie, Eddie Allen, 
and E r ic Armson are taking apart one of the 
mock cars in the shop to see what makes it 
tick. They should go to work on Andy Cangi-
ano's car and they would be surprised that it 
ticks at all. 
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Recd:ng from front to rear, left to right- ROSE AMBEDIAN, VINEY CZ\X'ERI EN IEC, CAROL McKAY, GLORIA 
OBIREK, JOAN PALMER. DOLORES SLYZIUK, SARAH BOOZE. 
T4A girls working in the completely 
new Household Arts Room. Rc:design• 
ed, equipped, and decorated in the mos t 
modern manner, this beautiful and 
pt"actical room is the result of the ideas 
and suggestions of Miss Beasley of th e 
Household Arts Department and of Mr. 
Cole of the Architectural Drafting De-
partment. The actual plans for the 
co m plete renovation were drawn by the 
boys o~Mr. Cole's senior class. 
CHARLES SANDBACKA and ALEX. PINTER 
(Using the le,·el to solve a building problem) 
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SOCIAL 
• The Hallowe' en Hop 
By SHlRLE\' BERTR.\11. CJB 
.\f ter a long, successful day of making prep-
arations. decorating and tending to last minute 
details, the Second .\nnual Hallowe'en Hop got 
un<ier way with a bang. (That bang was a fire-
cracker that ~omeone conveniently dropped 
from the balcony onto the dance floor just to 
hear the girls scream.) Th e boys wore happy 
:.miles as they led their starry-eyed "dates·· 
around ·1he room to the rlwthmic music of the 
"Bobby Vernes" Orchestra·. and everyone en-
joyed themsch·es immensely. .\ large crowd 
turned up for this first dance of the year . 
. \ large. o rang·e. crepe paper ball hung from 
the ceiling in the center of the room. and strea-
mers of oran".\e and black entwined themseh·e, 
from wall to wall abo\·e it. Bedecking the piano 
and handstand were large pumpkins wirh eerie 
features and stary eyes. can·cd and prepared by 
:--1 iss Beasley and her technical classes. \\',itches. 
owls, hats. pumpkins. and a moon of black paper 
were tacked to the walls. completing the effect 
of the traditional Hallowe'en superstitions. 
Patrons for the dance were 1fr. and 11rs . S. 
R. Ross. :--1 iss Anne 1[c1Ianus. Mr. P. Bennett. 
and :-.[r. 1£ontrose. Among the many dancers 
were: Terry F'eld and George Edwards. Irene 
Prokipcak and Benny .~tadnicky. Daphne Mc-
Laren and Ralph Lawton. Elizabet•h Phillip and 
Jimmy Kucharski. Stella l.e\·esque and Ray 
Little. 
Special thanks should he given to :--1 is, Gig-
nac and the Social Committee for the wonderful 
t ime we had at this dance with its interesting 
decorations. ta,l\· refreshments. and fine mus ic. 
It was a gala a·ffair and e\·eryonc went ltom~ 
tired. hut· happy. 
- 111-
.. :--:ov:." said 11 iss Coughlin, "give me a defi-
nition of space." 
Joan Coulthard stood up. flustered and red: 
"Space."' she began. ":s where there is nothinl(. 
I can't explain it exactly. but J'ye got it in my 
head all right." 
e Rough Riders' Romp 
By 
.\~X 1. :\U3 and OLG.\ PETERS.\K, CJ.\ 
The Annual l{ough Riders' Romp was ·,e:d 
on :\"o ,·emhcr 25. 19+9. in the b;I( gym. This 
dance was eagerly awaited by all students of 
the school. The boys of the Football Team and 
Soccer Team all attended as the dance wa, in 
in their h.onour. 
The Social Committee. under the direction 
of the new Social Convener. ~fi ss Y. Gignac. did 
a wonderful job of decorating the gym. Reel. 
white. and blue streamers were strung from one 
,iclc of the halconY to the other. Coloured 
spotlights p•layecl o;, the dance floor. From 
the centre of the gym hung· a beautiful. brig-ht-
ly lighted. football made from white paper with 
"HOL.GH RIDERS" printed across it in blue. 
On the backboards, football sweaters and hel-
mets were hung. surrounded by paper football,. 
The deskins for the decorations \\'ere all pre-
pared by the students of the art classes. 
The patrons for the evening were: :-.r r. and 
:,,1 rs. S. R. Ross. ~1 iss Y. Gignac. and 1[ r. L. 
~lcGee. 
The cro,, cl danced to the music of Lou Corv. 
During th.:: e\·ening he played many request 
tunes .. \s usual. the jitterbugging in ·the corner 
drew many spectators. Our own Rosy did her 
~hare . 
The :-:oc<al Committee was kept busy all e \·e-
ning collecting tickets. selling pop, checking 
coats. and doin~ the many jobs necessary to such 
an enjoyable eYent. A large crowd attended and 
the dance \\·as a wonderful success. 
-Ill-
. \1111 Bancloian: "I had a queer dream last night 
and \\·hen f woke up I found 1 had been 
chewing on my pillow." 
Lorraine Haddad: "Don't you feel sick today?" 
. \1111 Bandoian: ''N'ot much. Just a little down 
in the mouth." 
! 
l 
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SOCIAL 
e Grads' Party 
By BETTY Sl;:l)J \ '_\ 
Follo\\·ing the Commencement Exercises, the 
graduates and friends got together in the gym 
ior dancing and refreshments. The gym was 
decorated attractively and tables for couples 
were placed around the dance floo~ . Refresh-
ments were sen-ed by the Social Committee. 
and the baked goods were prepared by Miss 
Beasley and the tl'.'chnical class girls. Music 
hy J r. mmy Luckino and his orchestra was ar-
ranged for . by the Students' Council. 
The Graduates Party has a very special place 
in the memory of all ·graduates because it is held 
in their honour and for thei r special enjoyment. 
\Ve are sure that the Grads of 19-19 had a won-
derful time at their party and will remember it 
for a long time to come. 
Good Luck. Grads of 19-19. 
-Ill-
Read this jingle: 
"2-Y's-C-R-2-Y's-U-B 
I-C-l.i-H-2-Y's-4-1[ E .. , 
e Grade IX Get-Acquainted Party 
By SHIRLEY BERTR..\11. CJB 
The second annual first-form "Get-Acquain-
ted Pa:ty". sponsored by the Social Committee 
and the Senior classes, took place on Friday 
C\·ening, September 30. at 8 :30 p.m. 
_ \ t the door of the auditorium, all first-form-
ers recei\·cd a large. specially printed name ta~ 
to help with introductions. As they entered. 
the school orchestra was playing the ever-popu-
lar "'Confessin' .. and its favourite '"Boogie"'. 
.-\ftcr the welcoming address by 1tr. Ross, and 
introductions of student officials. the ten final-
:sts in the ffrst an11ual Amateur Contest put 011 
a fine program of entertainment. Awards were 
pre,ented to the three winners, and consolation 
prizes were gi\'Cll to the other contestants. 
Then e\·eryone went to the big gymnasium to 
see the Boys· Gym Team perform their feats of 
strell',.{th and skill. Df-m-m. did 1lar\'in John-
~on ever look cute riding that tiny bicycle!) 
FollO\\-:ng the gym display. the floor wa, 
cleared and a dance got under way. As the 
girls glided happily on to the floor swinging to 
the music of famous name bands. \Valter ~l ur-
phy. ).lei Rice and other seniors "'played cupid" 
along the stag line of bashful freshmen. After 
a fe\\' minute!> of coaxing. most of the boys 
iound their coura·:ze and chose dancing partners. 
:\ bout 10 :15 p.m .. everyone was invited to go 
to the cafeter:a for refreshments. Pretty ho-;-
tesses from the senior classes sen·ed the snacks. 
The young freshmen enjoyed themsel\'es im-
mensely while dancing and roaming the hall~ 
with bottles of ginge:· a le and sugar-coated 
doughnuts. obtained by ).fr. \\'allen and hi,-
helpers . 
. \mong the teachers present were ).fr. and 
\I rs. S. R. Ross. ).fr. Baird. ~fiss Connerty. 
\fis, Jo-..\1111 Gregory, and Miss 1fary Gregory . 
. \t eleven-thirty, everyone went home happy. 
Ou- ne\\. freshmen and freshe,ttes had found 
many new friends and looked forward to happy 
and successful years at Lowe Vocational. 
-Ill-
l.i11til 1 heard the doctor tell, 
'"There's danger in a kiss."' 
I had considered kissing you 
The closest 't hing to bliss. 
But now T know Biology. 
And sit and sigh and moan; 
Six million mad Bacteria 
.\II() T thought we we~e a lone. 
-Ill-
\\ 'hen you get to heaven, 
You will likely \'iew 
\lany folks whose presence there 
\\' ill be a shock to \'OU. 
But keep very quiet, · 
Do not e\·en stare ; 
Doubtless there'll be many folks 
Snrprised to see you there. 
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SOCIAL 
e C Special Party 
Early :n the fall, C Special be~an a very 
happy and successful year by having a das;. 
party at one of \\'incisor 's community centres. 
There was fun, food, and entertainment for 
more than eighty students and guests. 
Teachers were invited as special guests and 
among those present were 1Ir. Dean. Mr. Ross . 
.\[ r. 1lontrose, .\I iss Layman . .\liss Gignac, .\liss 
Fritz . .\I iss ).[c:,fanus, and also our home-room 
teacher, ·:\lr. Pew, who worked so hard to make 
this party po,sible. 
To beg:n the evening-, comic s,trip characters 
were given to boys and girls and each one had 
to find his or he.- mate. Then the fun was on 
its way. :.1any games were played to -get all the 
students acquainted with one another. and 
everyone danced to the music of leading bands. 
.\[idway during the evening a program was 
presented featuring vocalists Jean Solimka, Bill 
Brennan (also l•:mcee ), Georgette Jacob, Mari-
lyn Price, and last but 110t least, comedian ,\[el 
Tonkin working with Bill. 
. \ fter the entertainment, dancing continued. 
In ,the clo$i1q hour. a buffet lunch and refresh-
ments were sen-ecl. Special credit is clue Daphne 
.McLaren and Bill Brennan who directed the 
party. to .\lary :.Lills who headed the decorating 
committee, and to 111any others who worked so 
hard to make this party a ·great success. 
.\liss Gregory: "\\'hat would he a good example 
of a top:c to put on a library ·subject card'? .. 
\'i\·ian: ·· Pitman Shorthand." 
.\I iss Gregon·: ·'\\'oulcl you classif\· it as fiction 
or non-nction; ., . 
\'ivian: ·Fiction!" 
.\liss Gregory: "Do you think it is a sto:y. \'i-
\·ian? \\.hat kind of ston· ?" 
\"ivian: ").lystery ! A perfec·t mystery to me." 
By T rene Hasman. C2B. 
- Ill-
Customer: " Do vou serve crabs here?" 
\\"aiter: "\\'e se~\'e anybody. Sit clown." 
e Military Ball of 1949 
By SHIRLEY BERTR . .\.\l 
In a gay setting of reel, white. and blue strea-
me~s flO\\·ing out from a glittering crystal ball 
in the centre of the ceiling, swirling· skirts, floun-
ces. frills. and cadet uniforms mingled and floa-
ted around the room to the music of Hal Camp-
bell's Orchestra. Silver stars and moons spark-
led from the streamers abo\·e, and over the 
handstand in silver letters hun~ the word~ 
''.\lilitary Ball". 
Leading the Grand .\.farch were 1 I / C Lt. 
Col. Ralph Lawton and Pat Switzer. and 2 L / C 
.\lajor Larry .\I cCreacly and :\fargaret Bensette. 
During the intermission, .\[ r. ::\' C\\·ma n took pic-
tures of the couples who wanted them for re-
membrance. These pictures. when developed. 
were s:mply wouderful. The girls were lovely 
in their beautiful dresses. and the boys were 
handsome in their smart cadet uniforms. 
The patrons for the evening were :.I r. and 
1lrs. S. R. Ross . .\(r. and .\Irs. C. H. Montrose . 
.\[r. and .\Irs. \\'alien. :.\.Ir. an<I Mrs. Malkin, .\lr. 
P . .\Ic.\fanus . .\Jiss Connerty, and many other 
members of the staff. 
Everyone had a wonderful time. At the end 
of the e\·ening. at least three of the couples 
were making plans to attend the 1950 .\Iilitary 
Ball. It will be a wonderful affair also. 
- Ill-
The bridegroom \\·as in a state of nen·ous 
excitement. He appealed to the minister ,in a 
loud whisper before the ceremony: ''Is it ksiss-
tomary to cus the bride?'' 
''i\ot yet. my boy, not yet." replied the clergy-
man . 
-Ill-
\\'arrancler: "Chuban, remember last summer 
you recommended that T go out with girls 
to get my mind off my school work?·• 
Chu ban: ''That's ri·g·ht; how did it work?" 
\\" arranclcr: "Fine, but how do I get my mind 
back on school \\·ork again?" 
! 
I 
I 
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SOCIAL 
e Hockey Dance 
By BETTY SEDff.\, C-IA 
One of the most wonderful dances ever to 
be held at the \\' . D. Lo\\'e \ 'ocational gym was 
the ··Hockey Dance·· held in 1farch. 1949. This 
dance was a very special occasion for our hockey 
team which \\'011 t\\'o cups for the season, the 
E,·erton A . .vl iller Trophy (\\'OSSA) and the 
T. Eaton .\·lemorial Trophy (Ontario Federation 
School . \thletic Association). Every hockey 
player was out for the dance \\'ith his date and 
friends . 
. \round the dance floor \\'Cre stars cut from 
\\'hite cardboard sprinkled with silYer glitter. 
On each star \\'as printed the name of one of 
the hockey players. 
The Skyliners Orchestra provided the music 
for this most enjoyable dance. There were 
many request numbers asked for by the hockey 
players and the band did a \\'Onderful job play-
ing them. The famous ··jitterbugging corner'' 
\\'as going full s\\'ing all evening. 
The patrons of this great •gala a ff air were 
:\lr. and .\frs. S. R. Ross. Mr. and .\lrs. \\"alien. 
.\1 r. Sparling and. of course. our pretty .\fiss 
.\lc:\I anus. 
Xoted dancing were Louise Bennett and Bob 
Da\\'son, .\[aP"tin Zorica and Ruth Rollett, Stella 
le,·esque and Ray Little. Betty Sedi,·a and Rudy 
Kurosky. 
The students of the Vocational School \\'Cre 
Yery proud of the hockey team of 1948-49. and 
in the,:r honour dedicated this special dance for 
them. 
- 111-
Joe Zorica entering the penalty box: ''I've 
just begun to fioght !" 
e Noon Dances, 1950 
By SHIRLEY BJ-.rn.TRA.\1 
The i\oon Dances are much better this year 
than in the past. Much of the credit for this 
impro,·ement is due our student president, Gene 
Krentz. His ideas and loyal support have made 
these dances an exciting attraction to all the 
students. He suggested a roundabout to en-
courage the boys to dance with the girls, and 
it turned out to be a grand idea. The first 
roundabout rated t\\'enty-one couples. and it 
\\'as really a scream to sec the girls running into 
the gym dragging their ··victims·· by the hand. 
To improve the dances. a new sound system 
has been placed in the girls' gym, and the scra-
tchy records ha ,·e been replaced by new and 
modern ones. A ne"· "law'' has he-en passed 
that. unless a contrary notice is announced 
earh student must rave a partner in order tc 
g·ef into the dance. \\'ith .\fr . .\lc.\[anus act in~ 
as chaperone (bouncer ), it is quite impossible: 
to flout this law. so there is nothing one. can 
do except finct a partner. The noon dances 
this year ha,·e been a great success. 
COMMENCEMENT 1948-49 
( Continued from Page 20) 
Following 1[ iss Allison's address. .:\liss Jean \\' a nless, Employment Qua Ii fier. Chrysler Corpora-
tion. presented the diplomas to the girls. .\.[iss \\'anless spoke briefly to the s tudents auYising· them 
to tackle new jobs without fear of failure. Xew a bi Ii ties and character de,·elopment were possible 
only through the willingness to try. and the determination to do things well. 
After the diplomas \\'ere g iven to the g,irls, .\liss .\fae .\[cDonald rendered a ,·ocal solo \\'hich 
was receh·e<l with much enthusiasm b,· the audience . 
.\Ir. E . A. Rossiter of the Chrysler Corporation then presented the boys with their diploma~. 
"Use your mind and your heart \\'illingly when doing your work and ,fulfilling your responsibilit,ies. 
and you can be sure then that you are being true to yourself and your commnt1ity. and to your fa-
mily." 
Some fine scholarsh ips were then a,,·arded to the boys. The \\'. D. Lowe .\I emorial Scholar-
ship was presented to Allen Graham by :Mr. R. E. Holmes. Regen,t. Sir Eric Geddes Chapter. I.O.D.E. 
The Detroit Inst~tute of Technology Scholarship \\'as presented to Eug·e ne Dzis by .\[r. \'. P. Loug-
heed, Director of Education of the Institute. The \\'a ffle's Electric Company Scholarsh,ip was 
awarded to Robert Sands by Mr. V. D. \\'affJe. Fresident of \\'affle·s Electric. .\.[r. \\' . G . .\[itch ell 
awarded the Canadian Bridge Conwany Scholarship to Robert Cassube and the Canadian Institute 
of Steel Construction Scholarsh~p to Roger Drago. 
Mis·s Ann Pavlech then gave the very fine Valedictory :\ddress that follows. .\fte r singing 
' 'God Save the King'', the young "men and women of tomorro\\'" filed out of the auditorium. Later. 
there was a very enjoyable party in the gymnasium in honour of the graduates. 
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Class News 
• TEACHERS' FAMOUS SAYINGS 
:\I r. Segu.i.n : ·,stand up, it's always a smart 
ITIO\"C. 
:\1 r. Spading: ··\\' ould you like a twenty by 
twenty?'' 
~[r. :\fc:\1anus: "Stop making eyes at the boy, 
across the court." 
CIC is famous for its D.D.T. (Double Detention 
Tonight). 
''\\'hy haYen·t you mended the holes in thc,c 
socks? .. he demanded. 
"You didn't buy that fur coat I wanted,'' replied 
the wife. "So T figured i·f you d•idn't gh·c a 
wrap, l didn ' t give a darn ... 
- By Helen Shaw. Cl C 
-I ll-
• ANY WOMAN'S DREAM - T3D 
Hair - - Carl Glazewski 
Eyes - - Joe Pioch 
Smile - -- Larry Smith 
Physique - - Jerry SlaYik 
Dress - - Frankie Sekela 
Personality - - Don Scott 
Biggest line - - Norm "Porky" Foty11uk 
Sports star - - Bob "Pat'' Paterson 
- Ill-
• WHAT TEACHERS SAID THESE? 
"Get out of my sight, Jackson!" 
"Oh, Bunk!'' 
"\Vhat does it weigh, Pat?" 
"Finished yet, Siddle? ., 
"Here, have a cob of corn for that one. Smittv." 
"Hand it in fi,·e times tomorrow morning, Fo-
tynuk.'' 
·use your sawdust-filled coconut to some ad-
vantage!" 
- Ill-
• T2A IN THE YEAR 1960 
Barbara Blaney- Scrubbing floor s at the Xor-
ton. 
:\Iargaret Carnegie- Head nurse at the :\,I et. 
Beve~ley Daynes- ").'Lrs. R. H.'' 
Edith Goddard- Still looking for a man. 
Connie Guy- Still in TZA. 
Irene Kahatoff- :\frs. 0. H. J. Swanson . 
E thel Kocsis- ).farriecl with thi r teen kids. 
Peg '.\tcCarthy- ,Selli,ng bird seed . 
'.\fargar et ~[el \'iHe- "~frs. J. L.?" 
l.n111 Scott- House mother of the \V indsor 
- Spitfires . 
- Irene Kabatoff 
- Il l-
\\' illie '.\lajor was out with his new girl friend 
and as he turned a corner, the car skidded and 
upset. Unhu~t. sitting bes ide the ,,Teekage. 
\\'ill ,:e tried to put his arm around his girl 
iri end. but she drew a·way - - "It's all very nice:· 
she said, "bu t wouldn't it ha,·e been easier to 
run out of gas?" 
·• T H E T O \X' E R S " I 9 4 9 I 9 5 0 
. Class News 
• FAVOURITE SAYINGS OF T3A 
.\largaret Benselte: "Good morning, Larry?'' 
Joan Black: "\\'ho her!!" 
Lucille Buchinsky: She's the quiet type. 
Gertrude France: "Don't shoot that wa ter gun." 
Do1111a Knowles: "Oh, hello, is that you?" 
Joan Lewis: ··r am cold." j oyce Oliver : ' 'Oh. is that so? .. 
Joyce Turner: "Oh. darn!" 
.\l orclla Weston: "Oh, Joyce!" 
Doreen \\'incisor: "Hi." 
Dolores Yoell: "\\'ho's that guy? .. 
Bob BrO\rn: .. Buy a hockey ticket. .. 
Gerald Edge ley: "Got your .\lath done? .. 
Don Fir by: "Puff. puff.'' 
Doug. Hewitt: "He's a good kid." 
Paul Karmazyn: "No, really?" 
Charles .\,lilos: "Isn't that nice?" 
Ed Panek: ''I'm not staying in." 
..\l eh-i n Swatman: "\Yell, you see it's this way, 
Mr. \\'alien." 
Richard \\'a ss: "\\'e had a couple girls out last 
n,:~ht and ....... '' 
Donald \\' inkup: "l just don't see it." 
James Brannagan: "I haven't got it done." 
Hichar<l Brimmer: "\Vhere·s the nearest place 
to sleep'·· 
Roy Cantwell: "I don't have to do it." 
Bill Deacon : "That's all r,ight kid. I understand." 
Jack Grant: "Some kid took my book." 
Cah·in Hing·horn: ''Do you really do that?" 
l{udv ~I anherz: ".\1y brother was smart." 
Ernest ~[cKenzie: "Ha. ha, how true!" 
Elsio Rizzi: "You can't kiid me on that stuff.'' 
Stan Neiscior: "I don't belie1·e it.'' 
.\I r. \\'alien: "Stand up. Bawtenheimer.'' 
Jim Bawtenheimer: "Yes . ..\lr. \\'allen." 
- 11 1-
..\liss Gignac : "\\'ho can describe a caterpillar?" 
Betty Tibor: "I can . ..\[iss Gignac." 
..\liss Gignac: "\\'ell. Betty. what is it?" 
Betty: "An upholstered worm." 
.\l a : "Pa. get up you lazy critter. you\·e got 
your leg in the fire." 
Pa: "\\'hich one . ..\fa' .. 
-I ll-
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Copeland's Bookstore 
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485 Pelissier St. 1465 Ottawa St. 
Richmond St . Amherstburg 
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CHEERLEADERS 
BY .\):DY C.\.'.\Gl.\):O. T-1-.\ 
BILL MARTIN. JOHNNY ,\\ERSCH, MURRAY CAMERON. 
ROSE AMBEDIAN, LOUISE BENNETT, JO-ANNE VER\l:' EY, H ELEN SH A\'{, ANNE BANOOIAN, 
Our school can be very proud of our Cheerleaders. This group of students puts in 
hours and hours of exhausting practice in order to cheer our teams to victory. Some• 
times the results are discouraging, but it is exhilarating to lead in cheers for Lowe Voca· 
tional. 
The cheerleading squad this year is the biggest in the school' s his tory. It takes a 
great deal of time and earnest practice to develop a group of cheerleaders into a smoothly 
working, s mart-looking team. All the s tudents of Lowe Vocational are s incerely grate· 
ful to the Cheerleaders for their hard work and fine performance . The new "Football 
Cheer" was developed by Johnny Mersch, Bill Martin, Murray Cameron, and Andy 
Cangiano. I 
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• RUGBY TEAM 
Fro11t Row-(K11ee/i11g) 
Baker, Brydges, Parker, 
Bissett (Captain), Tesolin, 
Sih·ius. 
Seco11d Row-
Copat (Student Manager), 
Paterson, Kovosi, Dawson, 
Cherniak, Dorin, Bertelli, 
Botga (Student Manager). 
Third Row-
Mr. Murray, Daldin, Phillip, 
Pantontin, Santa Rosa, 
Marcotullio, Desl ippe, Papp. 
Fourth Row-
• 
Hall, Stevenson, Banado, 
Scott, Berthiaume, Cooper. 
RUGBY 
By JOE SOBOCAN 
The Rough Riders lived up to their name 
during the W.S.S.A. football season last fall. 
They took to the field in each game intending 
to win. Scotty Bissett was the key figure in the 
football team of '49. This hard-charging, fleet-
footed back, together with Bob Dawson and 
Maurice Berthiaume, and with Rudy Daldin as 
quarterback, comprised a balanced backfield 
with good running power, On the line were 
Dorian, Kupicki, Baker, Santa Rosa, and Mel 
Freeman. Bob Paterson and Ernie Kovosi play-
ed end. 
The team began the season with a shutout 
over Walkerville by the score of lZ-0. In this 
game, Bobby Dawson made a spectacular ZS-
yard dash through the middle of the Tartan 
team for a touchdown. In the game that fol-
lowed, with Assumption, our penalties were so 
numerous that they cost us the game. Sand-
wich beat us in the third game of the series 
with a baseball score of 3-2. When we played 
Patterson, our boys played well in the first half, 
but lost the game in the second half. 
Kennedy was the last team on our schedule, 
and they had gone through the season without a 
defeat. Our Rough Riders went into this game 
intending to win in spite of their previous losses. 
There was plenty of "fight"-in fact, two Ken-
nedy players had their noses broken. Perhaps 
we could say that we won the fight, but lost 
the g ame. 
Scotty Bissett gained most ground for the 
team with an average of five yards a run. An-
gelo (Rocky) Santa Rosa was voted to the All-
City Football Team, He was off-tackle on our 
line, and, as reports from other schools have it, 
he was the toughest lineman in the circuit to 
crack. 
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• GOLF 
By BOB CONROY 
This year was a banner year for the golf 
players of Vocational because our team was vic-
torious and are now the 1949-50 champions. 
Choosing a team was not difficult for Mr. 
Augustine, as he had quite a number of good 
golfers to choose from. 
In this year's team there are four new faces: 
Chester Niziolek, Mike Saffran, Ronald Martin, 
and Eli Popovich. Peter Salich is the only re-
maining member of last year's team. 
The tournament was held at the Dominion 
Golf Course on Saturday morning, October 1, 
1949. The weather was ideal and four teams 
competed. 
Vocational nosed out Kennedy, last year's 
champions, by seven strokes. The results were: 
Vocational 32Z, Kennedy 329, W alk,erville 355, 
Sandwich 361. 
Individual scores for Vocational were as fol-
lows: Chester Niziolek 76; Mike Saffran 77 ; 
Ronald Martin 84; Peter Salich 85; bringing 
the total to 322. Eli Popovich scored 91. Five 
player s may constitute a team, but the four 
lowest scores are taken. This year any four 
of Vocational's scores totalled less than Ken-
nedy' s best. 
This year a tournament was started within 
the school to determine the senior and junior 
champion. The former was won by Chester 
Niziolek and the latter by Mike Saffran. 
The two trophies were donated by Mr. Au-
gustine, the fine coach of the golf team. They 
will be known as the "W. P . Augustine Senior 
Golf Trophy", and the "H. L . Ord Junior Golf 
Trophy". 
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• GOLF TEAM 
Mike Saffran, 
(Ju11ior Champio11) 
Ronald ,\\arlin. 
Peter Salich, Capta:11 
i\\r. Augustine, 
Chester Niziolek, 
(Senior Champion} 
Eli Popovich. 
BOYS' 
e Senior Boys' BASKETBALL 
By JOE SOBOCAN 
The senior team had some good players this 
season. They were a flashy squad, and could 
hold their own with any other high school senior 
team in the city. With a little luck, they might 
have gone a long way in the school finals. The 
team lacked a dependable set of reserves. The 
loss of Pat Mailloux and Ed. Rocheleau early 
in the season cut a big hole in the ranks of the 
second line that could not be filled. 
The first game of the season against Sand-
wich, knocked our team out of the playoffs. 
That game was the key to success or defeat. 
" T H E T O \X' E R S ., I 9 4 9 - 1 9 5 0 
SPORTS 
The next game HW a 1pirited and fighting team 
upset Kennedy in a tightly defensive battl1. 
Rudy Kuroski was the star, scoring ten points 
while holding Kennedy's highest scorer to zero. 
Bob Pat erson was the team's rebound man, 
and he showed his worth in the game with Wal-
kerville. He tipped in one basket that drew 
cheers from both sides. In the second half of 
this game, Mr. Murray told Paterson to "go in 
there and fight". Pat followed instructions all 
right, but in a few minutes he was out again 
with five fouls against him. We lost the game 
by 12 poinb. 
Next came the game with the Patterson 
Panthers, the fast, hard-fighting champions of 
the secondary schools. We grabbed a 
quick lead of six points in the first quar-
ter. Our second line then went on to 
battle with Patterson's second line. This 
was when we lc,st the lead in spite of the 
fever-hot playing of our scrubs. We lost 
the ,game by five points. Whereas the 
Panthers sank sixteen foul shots, we pot-
ted on!y one. This explains the loss of 
the game. 
Then came the important game against 
Assumption; a win would enter our team 
in th.e playoffs. All our boys, except Par-
ker, must have left their horseshoes at 
home that day. Honestly, the team gave 
such a poor exhibition of basket-shooting 
that it was disgusting. Layup shots were 
missed by Sobocan, Dawson, and Mayne. 
If even one basket had been sunk, the 
game would have been tied. In the last 
three minutes of play, the Lowe squad 
missed thirteen shots. The final score was 
39 to 37. 
The games with Riverside and St. Joe's 
were easy wins. In the St. Joe's game, the 
team's steadiest player, Scotty Bissett, 
scored 30 points, a high for any one play-
er in the league for the year. Nice going, 
Scotty! 
Steady players for the year were H. 
• SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Front Row- Harry Parker, Joe Sobocan, Scotty Bissett. 
Middle Row- Rudy Kurosky. Denny Burkoski. Me l Freeman. 
Back Row- Hugh Mayne, Fred Philchok (Manager), 
Parker, Bob Dawson, and Denny Burkos-
ki. Honours for Dead-Eye (most accur-
ate) go to Denny Burkoski; for pivots, to 
Rudy ~uroski; bad man, Pat Paterson; 
worst shot, Joe Soboc.an; free throws, 
Hugh Mayne; play-maker, Bobby Daw-
son; and outstanding rookie, Harry Par-
ker. Charles Williams. Abse11t from picture: Bob Paterson. 
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e . Junior Boys' 
BASKETBALL 
By JOE SOBOCAN 
The juniors began the season with a 
hard-fought victory. Led by Jack Forrest, 
the team scored over Sandwich, 45 to 42, in 
a very close game that required overtime 
play. 
It seems, though, that the team had 
ju&t enough strength to win that first 
game. Kennedy crushed them like a steam-
roller; they were trounced by Walkerville; 
and they were beaten badly by Patterson. 
Nevertheless, our boys made a good show-
ini in these games. Even when the score 
was heavily against them, they never gave 
up, but kept right on working hard. Stel-
(8elou·) 
• 1st YEAR INTERFORM BASKETBALL CHAMPS 
Bottom Roav- Eoon, OeRose, Attenboro, 
Cunningham. 
Middle Roiv- Eikre, Freeman, Israel, Oraiic. 
Back Row- Wilkinson . Drouillard. . 
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• JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL (Above) 
Back Row- Jim \X 'elsh, i\like Uhrin, Fred Phil· 
chuk, Vic Ponic, L?e Hindshew. 
,Hiddle Roav- Jack Forrest (Captain), John 
Orazic, \X'aldo Graff. Ernie Ko, osi. 
81Jflom Row- Bruno Bortollotti, Russell Clinan-
smi th, Eli Popovich, Leo Resek. 
Jar playing by Jack Forrest, Ernie Kovosi 
and rebounds by Vic Ponic proved the 
team had plenty of talent. 
Against Assumption, the juniors lost to 
the accurate, basket-happy Raider team. 
Then the Rough Riders reached a new !ow 
when they were defeated by Riverside in 
a close game, 33 to 32. This was a tough 
game to lose. 
The game with St. Joseph's was a good 
one. After the Lowe squad went up 14 
points in the first half, St. Joe's came 
roaring back to take the lead. Then our 
team shot back into action to tie the score 
by the final whistle. In the overtime per-
iod, our boys won the game easily. Mike 
Uhrin potte:l 23 points in this game. 
Steady players of the team were: Ernie 
Kovosi, Jack Forrest, and Vic Ponic. The 
high scorer, Jack Forrest; rebounds, Vic 
Ponic; figlht, Eli "Itch" Popovich; steady 
player, Mike Uhrin; speed, Ernie Kovo-
si; bad man, B. Bortolotti; outstanding 
rookie, John Drazic. 
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BOYS' 
SPORTS 
e GYM TEAM 
By BOB CONROY 
• GYM TEAM 
Page 1:0,/y.1:;ve 
In the Provincial Gym 
Meet last year, as a team 
the W. D. Lowe Vocational 
Gym T earn placed third. 
Individual merit went to 
Marvin Johnson, who tied 
with a Port Hope boy for 
the all-round title and pla-
ced first in tumbling, and 
second in other events. 
First Ro,v- Gordash, Riberdy, Hellam, Harris, Szpak, Oreskevich, Krayacich. 
Second Row- Campt>ell, Gelinas, Altenhof, Glazewski, Lajeunesse, Hewson, Johnson. 
Absent- Patterson, Hutchinson, Gilbert, Dorin. 
It is interesting to note that under the coa-
ching of Mr. Newman, Johnny Gordash has be-
come quite proficient at unicycling and juggling. 
In the past ye\lr, Johnny has turned profession· 
al, and he is billed as the youngest unicyclist and 
juggler in Canada. 
Early in the school year, the team went to 
Detroit to see the Danish Gym Team in action. 
In December they received an invitation to wor k 
out with the University of Michigan Gym Team 
at Ann Arbor. The boys appreciated the inter-
est shown them by this college team. Plans are 
in the making to visit other notable gym teams 
in Detroit and vicinity, 
At the beginning of the New Year the Voca-
tional team was honoured by a visit from the 
Turner Club of Detroit. Why did everyone on 
• JUVENILE TRACK TEAM 
the gym team turn out that night? Maybe be-
cause there are girls on the Turner team. 
The future holds bright prospects for the 
team. They plan to enter the Canadian, the 
Provincial, and the W.O.S.S.A., gymnastic meets. 
Under the able guidance of Mr. Newman, the 
team feels sure of success. 
Mr. Newman has worked hard and put mani' 
hours of practice into the training of these boys. 
All honour to him for the outstanding accomp• 
lishments of these boys. Applause can't be too 
loud for a swell guy and a wonderful teacher. 
e TRACK and FIELD 
By JOE SOBOCAN 
The Lowe Cinder Pounders began training 
a long time before any scheduled meet. Prvmise 
of a good squad kept Mr. 
Murray and his boys on 
the tips of their toes. "Good 
for the legs", he would say. 
In the school meet, the 
centre of attraction was 
Phil Burback, senior speed 
and distance man in the 
hurdles, high-jumping, and 
what have you. He quali -
fied as senior champion by 
entering in most of the 
events and winning in all 
except one. ( Last year, 
Phil jumped and ran his 
way to individual honours 
in Windsor and London 
track meets.) Bob Pater-
son was runner-up. His 
specialty was the high jump 
in which he beat Burback. 
Harold Hewitt, a pole vaul-
ter, placed first in the in-
termediate category, fol-
lowed closely by Lowe's 
half-miler, Joe Sobocan. 
Left lo Right- Vince Kogut, Paul Smith, Albert Paul, Jack Miller, Mr. Murray. (Continued on Page 68) 
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BOYS' 
• HOCKEY TEAM 
Fi;st Row- Donald Burt, Bob Smith, Murray Cameron, 
Nick Papp, Bob Brown (Captain), Mike Sar. 
rran, Robert Bridges. 
e HOCKEY 
By BOB CONROY 
For the fourth consecutive year, Lowe Voca-
tional, defending O ntar io Champions, took the 
W.S.S.A. hockey honours. With Captain Bob 
Brown blazing t he way with 22 goals and 19 
assists, t h e team climbed to the top, winning 
ten games, tieing two, and losing none. 
It was a tough season for the T echmen. 
While Bob Brown and Scotty Bissett took care 
of t he scoring, Joe Zorica took care of the ar-
• SOCCER TEAM 
First Ro1v-
Nelson, Macdonald, Mr. Law· 
son. Hamilton. Firman. 
Back Rou,-
Kloss. Price, Kosty, \X' . Bo lton, 
We lsh, Marshall, Tazzman. 
Abse11t-
Thompson, Steptoe, Prymak. 
St. Aubin, Davidson. 
e SOCCER 
By BOB CONROY 
The soccer team made 
a good showing this year, 
but again W alkerville h ad 
a little better team. Alex 
Hamilton and Ron Thomp-
son were the high scorers 
of our team. W. Bolton 
was our brillian t goal kee-
per, who at the e nd of the 
season signed a contract 
with t he Windsor Sterlings. 
The Lowe Vocational team finished in second 
place in t he city secondary school league. They 
won two games, tied two ,and lost two. 
Our soccer team did a fine job under the 
Pal!e l-orly ·Seve 11 
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Second Row- Bob Conroy (Student Manager), Rud y 
Daldin, Ste,•e Sla\'ik, Bob Lawson, Royce Mc· 
Mullin, Bob Dawson, Jerry Sla\'ik, Scotty Bis · 
sett, Joe Zorica, Mr. Barnes (Coach). 
guments. The first games were really r ough 
with tempers flying as well as sticks and fists. 
Practices were fast and rough also. With 
"209" Jerry Slavik stopping any would-be scorer, 
Scotty Bissett keeping Nick Papp in shape, and 
Mr. Barnes (th e best coai:h in t h e league) cha-
sing t h e team with a hardwood hockey stick, 
t he practices proved to be very interesting. The 
team's hard work and the wonder ful coach ing 
of Mr. Barnes have made the Lowe hockey team 
outstanding in Ontario. 
Our hockey team d id not play a n y semi-fina l 
(Continued 0 11 Page 70) 
f 
expert coachin~ of a soccer star of a few years 
back--our own Mr. 0. Lawson. If the students 
will support their team a little m ore, t h e soccer 
t eam will be in first place next year. 
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GIRLS' GYM TEAM 
There are thirteen girls on the gym team this year, and they show exceptional talent in various 
gymnastic work. They have strong wills and strong backs and plenty of courage as they stand on 
their heads, do fish flops, aide vaults, front vaults, and elbow stands. A favourite with the girls i, 
the work o n the trampell line. 
Have you ever watched the Gym Team? Just stand in the gymnasium on their practice nirht 
and see the girls twist and turn . You can be sure that the girls a re enjoying themselves despite the 
moans and groans you hear. The team's motto is still, "Bottoms Up". 
• GIRLS' GYM TEAM 
Left to Right:- Mary Ellen Be,eridge, Dolores Vaillancouri, Mary Pedler, Josephine Karchuk, 
Doreen Schisler, Jean Tofflemire, Leda S1. An1oine, Claudeue Adams, Doris Lussier. 
Dolores Yoell, Pai O'Brigh1. Helen Simpson. 
GIRLS' SENIOR BASKETBALL 
Our first team this year consisted of Beverly Baker, Tanya Andruck, Dolores Vaillancourt, and 
Pat O ' B right as forwards, and Mary Pedler, Helen Horoszka and Ida Tomauini as g uards. At the 
first of the season, as part of our pre-schedule training, and also for the fun of it, we played a game 
with the graduates of last year. It was a good game with a close score ( 1S to 18) in their favour. 
W e were ahead at half time, but towards the end of the game the grada made enough baskets to 
e dge us out. 
Our first scheduled game was with Sandwich which has a smooth-working team that is hard to 
beat. However, our girls put up a good fight and showed some spectacular playing. The final score 
was 22 to 48 in favour of Sandwich. Highest scorer on our team was B everly Baker with 10 poinh ; 
next w as Dolores Vaillancourt with s ix points and Pat O'Bright with four points. 
Then cam e the game with Kennedy and it too turned out to be a loss. Honours go to Tanya 
Andruck, who scored 10 points, and to Ida Tomauini who was outstanding that night a s guard. 
We played a good 
game against Walkerville. 
It was close all the way, 
and the score at the end 
was 21 to 2S in favour of 
W alkerville. 
Patterson was next on 
our list. The game was ex• 
ceptiona lly fas t . Dolores 
Vaillancourt was the high 
(Continued on Page 55> 
• SENIOR BASKETBALL-
FIRST TEAM 
Left to Righi-
Helen Horos1ka 
Dolores Va ill• ncou rt 
Mary Pedler 
Be\'erly Baker 
Tan)'I Andruck 
Ida Tomsssini 
Pai O'Brigh1. 
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NADIA R.\DKEVICH. 
J\lanager. 
• GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEA,\\ 
Back Row-
Helen Muldoon, Faye Ben-
ca, Ann Laub, Joan Beaton, 
Mary Frimer. 
Middle Row-
Olga Petersak, J ennie Cal-
las, Marlene Klingbyle, 
Sally Wheeler. Nellie Weiko 
Julia Cinovsky. Iris Babiuk. 
Front Row-
Beverly Baker, Ta nya An-
druck, Dolores Va illanco u rt, 
Helen Horoszka, Marr 
Pedler, Ida Tomassini , 
Pat O'Bright. 
GIRLS' 
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INTER-FORM BASKETBALL 
CIT versus CIC: This game was a victory for CIT with a score of 9 to 7. Beverly Baker, cap-
tain for CIT, made six of the baskets and Nellie Weiko the other three. Helen Shaw was the captain 
for CIC. 
C4A versus C4B: What a sensational game! On C4A's team were two members of the senior 
team, Tanya Andruck and Helen Horoszka; and on C4B's team were two other senior players, Ida 
Tomassini and Beverly Wilson. It was a good game, but finally C4A defeated C4B with a 7 to 3 score. 
C3B versus C4A: The final championship game of senior inter-form basketball was between 
C4A a nd C3B. It was a hard-fought game with a very close score, 17 to 16, in favou r of C3B. In an 
assembly the proud players of C3B received their basketball c r ests for winning the championship. 
C3B's team consisted of ten players, all of whom played well throughout the season. The for-
wards were Dolores Vaillancourt, Lillian Chaloupka, Agnes Benca, Violet Parkes, a nd Esther Moc-
koruk. The guards were Sally Wheeler, Elsie Boros, Jo-Anne Woltz, Pauline Faubert, and Mary 
Pedler (head of the Senior Inter-form Basketball). Dolores made the most baskets, and Mary was 
ou tstanding on the guard 
line. 
C3B was defeated only 
once, by C. Special, in a 
very close game, 10 to 9, 
but when they m et C. Spe-
cial again they won the 
second game. 
• FIRST YEAR INTE RFORM 
BAS KETBALL CHAMPIONS 
Back Ro,v-
Cloria Rakos 
Nellie Weiko 
Marion Matthews 
Vera Tunas 
Front Row-
Maria Szekely, 
J a net Chulu movich, 
Beverly Baker, 
Rosemary Masropian 
Alvi na Leopold. 
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............................................... ··················· ····························· 
•••.••...•..••••••••••..•...........•........•••••...•••••...•.•...•...••.......•••...•••••••••..•.. 
JOHN WYETH &BROTHER (CANADA) llMITEO 
2109 OTTAWA STREET 
WALKERVILLE ONTARIO 
The Oldest Pharmaceutical House in Canada 
••................................................................................................... 
Join Your Friends in 
THE WINDSOR REGIMENT 
( 22nd Reece. R. ) R.C.A.C. 
PAR.ADES: 
Every Monday and Thursday Nights 
7.45 p.m. in the Armouries! 
Learn and Earn in Your Spare T ime 
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• SENIOR VOLLEYBALL 
Back Row-
Ann Laub 
Jo-Anne Verwcy 
Dolores Yoell 
Ethel Boakes, 
Joan Palmer 
Donna Knowles. 
/-"ro11t Roav-
Glwia Obi r~k 
Olga Perersak 
Mary Pedler 
Viny Czerw•eniec 
Pat O'Bright 
Helen Horoszka. 
e Tennis 
GIRLS' 
There was not m uch time for tennis this year, 
but ther~ were games between class teams dur• 
ing P.T. periods and after sch ool hours. Mr. 
Foster, of t h e Jackson Tennis Club, urged our 
SPORTS 
girls to JOtn the club and enter the tournaments. 
G loria Rakos of CIT took advantage of this 
suggestion and was in the semi-finals agains t 
Kennedy. She is proud of a game she won 
against two Assumption boys, but you had bet-
ter a s k her about this in person. 
Referee Training 
Class 
By Helen Horoszka, C4A 
Miss Layman formed a 
Referee Training Clan this 
year in which many girla 
are receiving excelle n t in• 
struction and practice in the 
refereeing of basketball 
games. A Referee's Crest is 
awarded to every girl after 
she has refereed at least 
three games successfully. 
By the end of the year. 
there will be quite a large 
number of girls wearing 
these crests as an indica-
t ion that they have been 
successtul in this training. 
• THIRD FORM VOLLEYBALL 
C HAMPIONS (C3B) 
Bock Row-
Joanne Woltz 
Agnes Benca 
Lillian Chaloupka 
Sally Wheeler. 
Front Roav-
Pauline Faubert 
Elsie Boros 
Dolores Vaillancourt 
Mary Pedlar 
Esther Mockoruk. 
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• IN SCHOOL OR AT PLAY 
KEEP FIT 
DRINI( MORE MILi( 
FOR HEALTH 
·································i···································································· 
••.................................... .............................................................. 
BEST WISHES FOR SUCCESS TO ALL 
~- VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
· " ' STUDENTS 
THE STORE WITH THE YOUNG POINT OF VIEW 
······································································································ 
........................................................................................................ 
Put Democracy Into Economics! 
WHEN YOU CET A JOB, JOIN A UNION! 
Man is a social being who lives properly only when he cooperates with others for 1he 
common good. 
When a man takes a job he fulfills the requirements of good citizenship when he joins a union 
of the men and women with whom he works. 
Modern industry is a highly complex thing and no amount of good will by one person or 
group of persons in it will give every one his due. Just as it requires joint effort by management 
and labour lo turn out production. so both labour and management ought properly to be repre-
sented when the decisions affecting wages, working conditions. etc. in the plant are made. 
Labour is an integral part of industry; it ought to function as a group. It can only do this as 
a union. 
The United Automobile, Aircraft and Agricultural 
Implement Workers of America (C.1.0.) 
GEORGE BURT, Canadian Director 
348 Victoria Ave . Windsor, Ont. 
.................................•................................................................... 
....................................................................................•............... 
Compliments of 
WINDSOR GAS CO. LTD. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
" In the Publ ic's Service Since 1877" 
······································································································ 
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GIRLS' SPORTS 
• BASKETBALL 
CRESTS: 
Dolores Vaillancourt 
Beverly Baker 
Pat O'Bright 
Ida T omassini 
Mary Ped!er 
Helen Horoszka 
Ann Laub 
O lga Petersak 
Mary Frimer 
Julia Ginovsky 
Faye Benca 
Marlene Klingbyle 
Eva Walsh 
Anne Friis 
Helen Muldoon 
Nellie Weiko 
Sally Wheeler 
Jennie Gallas 
Joan Beaton 
Nadia Radkevich 
• MAJOR "V's" 
Doris St. Louis 
Ida T omassini 
Rose A mbedian 
Mae McDonald 
Julia Pillar 
Anne Pavlech 
• JUNIOR VOLLEYBALL - INTERFORM CHAMPIONS (C2C) 
Top Row- Irene Keczem, Louise Bennetr, Helen Antal. 
Bollom Row- El izabeth Lisowyk, Josie Karchuk, Doreen Demers. Colleen McCann. 
Badminton Club By ELIZABETH PHILLIP C4A 
T h is year a new interest 
for the students has been 
added to our school activi-
ties - a Badminton Club. 
When the idea was su gges-
ted, a meeting was held 
and the officers e lected at 
that time were: Rose Am-
bedi1m, President; E liza-
beth Phillip, Games Cap-
tain; Beverley Beneteau, 
T reasurer. 
• JUNIO~ VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
First Row- Elizabeth Almost. Nellie \\:'eiko, Margaret Wright, 
Second Row- Helen Obirek, Janet Chulumo,·ich, Be"erly Baker, Jennie Callas, 
Betty C ameron. 
All senior stud ents in-
ter ested in Badminton are 
welcome to membersh ip. 
Games are p layed every 
Frid .. y aftern oon after 3: 00 
p.m. Membership cards 
have been printed and may 
be obtained from the of-
ficers of the club. Ent'hu-
siasm for Badminton is 
running h igh; m ore and 
more students are joining 
in the fun ; and before long 
we expect to have a lar ge 
and active Badminton Club 
that will be able to issue 
challenges to t he players 
of other schools. 
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Whispers in the Towers 
WE WON D ER: 
- who is B. B. in C Special that 
:\tary Lou in C4:\ has such a mad 
crush on' ls she going to ha\'C much 
competition from E. P.? \\'e'll keep 
watching dcYelopmcnts. 
- and who i, T. T. in C Special 
that is making the girls in C3A for-
get abo\lt their books? llc is getting 
plenty of assistance from the same 
B. B. mentioned above. ( \\'hat a 
popular guy!) 
- if Shirley '.\farshall in C2B still 
has that mad crush on '.\lario Domi-
nato in T48. \Vhat does she like 
about him - - his smile. his haircut. 
or his personality? 
- if it was at the Hallowc·en Hop 
,)r the Roughriclcrs' Romp that Gene 
Krentz suddenly disco,·crcd that 01-
~a Pctersa k was ali\'c. 
- why Liz Phillip likes Assump-
tion freshmen so much. Could it be 
because of a certain Frank Burns. 
l. iz? 
- why two girls in C3B joined 
the operetta. Could it he because 
they like to sing. or did they sec a 
certain someone there? How about 
it \\'alter '.\I urphy? 
- why ~[ary Pedler wears knee-
caps while playing basketball. Is it 
because s•he's always thinking of her 
imaginary yaricose ,·eins, or is it just 
to give her legs that ·'sl im look"? 
- By STELL:\ L8YESQl:E. C-+:\ 
IDLE ITEMS: 
- The main hall on third floor should be called 
"Lo,·cr's Lane". Go for a stroll down the hall any day 
at lunch period or at recess time and you will see what 
I mean . 
- \\',hat happened to Don Scott and Betty Tibor' 
Did '.\lr. Wallen finally sca:e him away. or is Denny 
Burkoski the man in her life no"'' 
- Special Request : .. '.\I ar:o. please come around 
more often. L'z is getting awfully lonesome." 
- \\'by was Bc,·crly Beneteau so quiet and sad ai-
tcr Christma5 ~ Could it he because Joe Szarka ha, 
left school? 
- Kathy Kopak still cannot make up her mind 
,,·hethcr she likes Jimmy or Ted. 
- l \\'ish a certain K. F. in C4:\ would wake up to 
the fact that a certain D. B. in the same class has a 
crush on h:m. \\"by are some people so blind? 
- Te ·ry '.\larentette in C Special had his name 
changed to Roland in that iatal phone call to Betty 
Tibor late in February. 
- "Hey! Ron! .\111 I forgi,·cn for what happened 
at the Assumption vs. \'ocational basketball game; 
I'm sorry." 
- Agnes 
der \I'll\· ? 
she fou;,d 
Bcnca is not going steady. I won-
Is it something Chuck did, or ha, 
someone else? 
-
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CK X:\~1ES .\RE: E\'3 .\ltenhoi. France, \my. ~larilyn Atkin, Eleanor Beaton. 
Ethel Boake~. Sall) Brown, Bernice Dominik. ~lar) Don,i,,011, Patricia ~11tkins. 
Patricia ()"Bright. Catherine Smith. Marilyn Sutherland. Thoma~ Butcher, Don 
Cameron. S.teYe Li,1:czak. I larry ~lorillo, Fred Rocheleau. 
Numbers 4, 8, 10, 12, IS, 17, ( acrou); and 2, 4, 12, 13, 14 (down), are girls' firs t names. 
Numbers Z. 14, 16 (acrou), and 7 (down) , are boys' first names. 
Numbers 1, S, 7, 9, 13 ( across), and 3, 5 , 6, 8, 10 ( down), are girls' surnames. 
Numb~n 3, 6, 11 (acrou), a nd 1, 11 ( down), are boys' su rnam es. 
GIRLS' SENIOR BASKETBALL 
(Continued from Page 48) 
scorer with 10 points. Then came Beverly Baker with 8 points, and Pat O'Bright with 4 poinis. 
The game was a victory for Patterson, 22 to 29. 
Then came the game with Riverside. The night was ours and we were victor ious to t he scor e of 
35 to 17. Stars in this gam e were Beverly Baker who scor ed ZS points, and Mary Pedler who in ter• 
cepted so many of Riverside's plays. 
Our last game of the season was again st St. J oseph girls who managed to edge us out by o ne 
point. T he final score was 22 to 23 in favour of St. J oseph' , , 
The captain of the team this year wu Helen H oroszka of C4A. S he was the tallest member of 
the team and her he ig ht came in handy on rebounds and tosses. Beverly Baker was the fastest player 
on t he f!oor. Mary Pedler played wonderful defence . Ida Tomauini was the smaUest player, but 
she was always in there fighting. Dolores Vaillanco urt and Pat O'Bright were fine forwards a nd 
their lon g shots were exceptionally good. 
. ........................................ . 
DRINK 
Honey Dew 
It's The Drink For YOU ! 
TECHNIC AL J B 
TJB a nd CJA sold the most ads fo r "The T owera" •.•••.•••••••••••............•• •.•........ 
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COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
BAYER 
COMPANY 
LIMITED 
1019 Elliott St. West 
Windsor, Ontario 
....................................•.......... 
··············································· 
Compliments 
of 
Wonder Balieries 
Ltd. 
................................................ 
........•....•....................•........... 
We Will See You 
at the 
GRAND 
OPENING 
DANCE 
Sat., Sept. 11th, 1950 
MASONIC TEMPLE 
Presented by 
THE IONIC CLUB 
.......................................•.....•. 
Class News 
• T2C RESEMBLANCES 
TO'.\[ FlELDS - Frankie Carle 
STEVE FORTAIS - Edward G. Robinson 
SHER'.\1A!\ GRAVES - - - Louis Armstrong 
CHARLES HILTOX - Van Johnson 
XICK KA WALA - - - - - Eddie Albert 
FRED GREE>J - - - Su·gar Chile Robertson 
_\RTHUR HANSO>J - - James Stewart 
PAUL LONGUAY - Eddie Cantor 
HUGH '.\fA YNE - - - Dagwood Bumstea<l 
DO.!\ '.\lALE\:FA~T RO:--: MALENFAKT - Heckle an<l Jeckle 
F'RED :--:A~TAU - Jack Benny 
JD1 PATTERJSO>J - Edcb:e Bracken 
GORDON POPE - - - Guy Madison 
BER.1\ l E ROMBERG - Vaughn 11onroe 
CHAS. Wl LLIAl\fS - - - Hopalong Cassi<ly 
RAY SIL Vlt:S - - - Wallace Beery 
TO'.\l DU>JGY - - - - Detroit Count 
GEORGE HELLEIS - - - - Charles Bo,·er 
RUDY K.IRST - - - - - - - Roy Rogers 
RICHARD LAUR - - - - William Bendix 
FA>JK ME\:DLER - - - Costello 
RAY '.\ULLETTE - - - - Randolph Scott 
_\LDO PERLl.1\ - - - - - Frankie Laine 
JOHX PE\VTORIAK - - - - Peter Lorre 
.PAUL PUCOVSKY - Guy Lombardo 
DOX SEARS - - - - - - - - Roy Acuff 
PHlLIP S11.ITH - - - - Hoagy Carmichael 
CUFF STE>JMA';\ - - - - - Mr. Belvedere 
BOB DA \VSO~ - - - - - - Buel Abbott 
- 111-
Joe: ··\\'hat"s the best way to teach a g"irl to 
s,vin1? '' 
Dick: ··\Yell. that requires a lot of technique. 
First you put your left arm around her waist. 
then you gently take her left hand. and ·· 
Joe: (interrupting) "She's my sister." 
Dick: "Oh! Push her off the dock." 
-Ill-
• CAN YOU IMAGINE IN TZA 
Barbara Blaney-\\'alkin.~ home alone. 
'.\[argaret Carnegie- Going steady with ··Jerry."" 
Beverley Dayncs- Xot going to the restaurant 
at noon. 
Edith Goddard- Bringing ' 'MOE'' to the clas~. 
Peg '.\lcCarthy- Xot at the hockey games. 
Connie Guy- Going steady. 
Irene Kabatoff- Going to a dance. 
Ethel Kocsis- Goin~ steady with G T. 
'.\fargaret '.\leh·ille- Bringing a lunch. 
1.ynn Scott- ~ot suppo~ting our hockey team. 
-Irene Kabatoff 
- 111-
'.\like: " Since l met you darling, I can't cat. I 
can·t sleep. l can't drink.'' 
Betty: ··Why not? .. 
'.\ I ike: ·· l"m broke.'" 
- 111-
Andy: "Do you eyer play post office?" 
'.\ fikc: "Sometimes, but at our house we usually 
play pony expre~s. That's post office with 
a little more horsing around." 
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· Class N eivs 
• DOINGS OF T2D 
Ch·ester Niziolek- Gentleman of T 20. 
Edmund Reid- :--: ew tie every day. 
J oh11 Reiner- Still looking for the rig-ht girl. 
Ron Rymal- Only blondes, between Timmins 
and \Vindsor. 
Bob Sellick- "People just die to ride with me:· 
Keith Simpson- Rough play. 
Emde Sloboda- 1S,hort. light, but cute. 
Larry Smith- "Oh? Ya tink so, hey?'' 
Frank Ste\'enson- Romeo of the girls. 
Dou·.~. Steward- \,Vants to see Joanne 50 time~ 
instead of 25 times a week. 
:.laurice Turgeon- The only man with two cars, 
old enough to vote. 
Eric Warnock- "Life gets tedious, don't it? .. 
Carl Willis- The boxer in 316. 
B:11 White- :\'ot to be called "Wee Willy 
White." 
John Wagner- The hunter. 
Boris Artoska- First b1e (1952). 
Bob Baker- Admiral Baker ( 1960). 
Harry Bodyk- The perfect student. 
George Bozin- Keeps trying that ~Iath. 
Jack Bradt- Owns hotrod which Mr. Shrier's 
-always ·fixing·. 
Hon Gilbert- Muscle man of gymnastics. 
Harold Hellam- "J eannette's all right, but .... 
Ross Huggard- "I can dream. can't I?" (Doris) 
Duane :.fatthews- Head usher (1955). 
Jack M,illcr- Just sl ipping around. 
\\'es Murnev- Pool shark. 
Joe Steiner..:.. Top man of T2D. 
Fred Suda- Head man in glue factory (1960). 
Rob Varcoe- Looking towal'd a weekend in 
Detroit. 
Richard Bondy- Another sheetmetal boy. 
).[ickey Firman: God's gift to women. 
Bob Flowers : First to the courtyard, last to 
leave. 
.\ Jex. Gramada- Tall. dark. and handsome. 
\ 'inc. Kogat- "Which twin has the Toni?" 
:\'orm. Steptoe- ",\II muscle. no brains." 
Ron Turner- Xe,·er here. 
- 111-
.\1111: "Sometimes my father takes things apart 
just to see why they don't go." 
Freddv : ''So what! " 
. \nn: ···so maybe you 'd better go ... 
- 111-
Jonathan: "\\'ho is smarter. men or women?" 
Gelinas: "\Vomen. of course. they ha,·e a ll the 
figures." 
- 111-
11 r. Bennett: "You opened your mouth an<I 
words of wisdom came out." 
Lar·ry Smith: ''Yea, ·how come. Jack?" 
Jack Siddle: "My old man hit me with a loga-
rithm last night and told me to study." 
- Ill-
Ylr. Ross talking to an assembly just after 
the hoLidays: "~ow. students, examinations arc 
coming up." 
.............................................. 
SUITS 
FOR 
Him and Her 
within a Student's Budget 
TIP TOP 
TAILORS 
343 Ouellette 
..••.•....••••........•••.••.•••......••..•••... 
. ...•••••••...•••..••.....•••...••••......•••• .. 
JOE'S LUNCH 
Full Course Meals 
Sandwiches and Soft Drinks 
Best Coffee in Town 
Phone 4-7257 298 Drouillard Rd. 
. ............................................. . 
............................................... 
STUDENTS 
RECEIVE 
SPECIAL 
ATTENTION AT 
VARSITY 
SPORTS 
CENTRE LTD. 
10 SANDWICH ST. E. 
and 
1445 OTTAWA ST. 
WINDSOR 
80 DUNDAS ST. LONDON 
.......•............. .......................... 
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AMATEUR CONTEST 
- Hy )I. \l{Y P . \ \. LEC I f. C l C 
In November of 1949, the W . D. Lowe Vocational School held a n AMATEUR CONTEST under 
t he direction of Miu Layman, Miss Gignac, and Mr. Cook. It was the firat one in a n umber of years 
and it turned ou t to be a very good one. 
Thirty contestants participated in this Amateur Contest.- s ingers, accordia n players, tap dan -
cers, and ma ny others sh owin g a wide variety of tale nt. The three top winners w er e ch osen on the 
n ight of the "Get Acquainted Party", at which the First Formers had a grand time. 
The three winners were: BERTHA P ADCEN, accordian player, First Prize of $3.00. DOROTHY 
LANE, tap dancer. Second P rize of $2.00. MARY PAVLECH, singer, Third Prize of $1.00. 
Some of the other participants who deserve special mention were: LUCIEN (Lucky) DUYCK, 
accordianis t ; TON I NOVOSAD, violinist; SH IRLEY BERTRAM, sin ger ; JOYCE TRIOLET, tap 
dancer (our MISS WIND SOR of 1949); EM IL BRESCH UCK , accordianist; and COLLEEN M c-
CANN', singer. 
W e have not e nough space to mention all the contestants, but to a!l of them and to the tea-
cher s who organized the contest go our hearty thanks. 
Lowe Vocational Entertainers 
By S I lIRLEY BERTR.\~1. C3B 
Something new bas been added to t he list of acomplishmenh of students of the W . D . Lowe 
Vocational School. Last fall, Robert Taub surgested that we could do something for people in Wind-
sor who were bedridden and ill. A s a start, h e began by taking moving picture equipmen t to the East 
Windsor Hospital to cheer up the patients a little and relieve the monotony of their daily routine by 
showing them movies. Later, Robe rt asked the student body for books for the patients' daytime 
recreation, a nd suggested a lso t hat students write to the folks at the h ospitat 
This, however, was not e nough to su it Taub. H e selected a group of talented young students 
from our school and bundled them off to the hospital to entertain the patients by singin g, playing the 
piano and accordian, and so f orth. Only those patients who could come downstair s to the cafeteria, 
however , could hear the program. This shortcoming was over come on the very next occasion by 
Robert and his helpers when they set up a public address system throug hout the hospital so that 
bedridden patients could hear the program a lso. 
Since presentin g his g roup of Vocational School entertainers a t the East Windsor H ospital, 
Taub has had many requests to have his group e n tertain at other p laces. With the kind permission 
of Mr. Rosa, the entertainers accepted an invitation to an assembly at Assumption College one 
afternoon. After giving a performance in the magnificent new gymnasium , the students were taken 
on a t our of the new Science Building a nd shown many interesting and fucina ting things. After a 
wonderful afternoon of fun, the nine students were driven back to school for the last t en minutes of 
the last class. 
The names of the students who have given so freely of their time a nd talen ts are: BERTHA 
PADGEN ( a ccordian); MARY PAVLICH (vocalis t ); LUCIEN DUYK (accordia n ); WALTER 
MURPHY (piano); MEL RICE ( trumpet and vocal); S HIRLEY BERTRAM (vocalist}; EUNICE 
MARTIN (piano); JEAN SOLIMKA ( vocalis t); and BEVERLEY LOSSOWSKI (pia n o). 
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C!Cbrtstmas 
Christmas . \ssembly in the 
year 19..J.9. was held on De-
cember 22. It started at 1: 10 
p.m. Andy Cangiano made a 
delightful master of ceremon-
ies and amused the entire stu-
dent body and staff with his 
portrayal of the kindergarten 
,·erse ''The Horse". His many 
jokes and funny antics had 
the audience roarmg- \Yith 
laughter. 
.\ndy then read a poem en-
titled "Tt Ain't the Gift". 
which ,,·as ,·ery appropriate 
at this Ch1·istmas season. Mr. 
Cook was at the piano as the 
CIC choi r sang some Christ-
mas C~rols and all joined in. 
e,·cn the boys! 
.\II in al l. it ,Yas a Yery en-
joyable Christmas . \ssembly 
and everyone wi ll agree that 
we should ha\'e more such en-
tertaining- assemblies during 
the school year. 
- By BETTY TJ noR. C..J.B 
Johnny .\irey. with his sax-
ophone. Paul Renaud at the 
piano. and . \ndy Cangiano on 
the drums. played some jazz 
pieces. Pretty Joyce 'J'riolet 
did a tap dance. Bertha Pad-
gen. our amateur show win-
ner. entertained with several 
!-=e lections on her accordian. 
-:\Ian·in Johnson performed 
some amazing acrobatic feats 
on the stage \\'hile the audi -
ence held its breath in fear 
and \\'onder. Johnny Gordash 
of '1'3 n. performed his jugg-
ling acts and difficult tricks 
on a one-wheel bicycle. 
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mtstingutsl)eb ~ttbice 
lh R.\LPI f L\\\''l'OX and CE>-'I~ l·d<E~'l'l. 
One dark, dismal day during the First Great War, a lonely British Transport ploughed its way 
through the cold waves of the North Atlantic. Loacled with munitions, it hoped to sneak through the 
German submarine blockade and deliver its dangerous cargo to the Allies. This was no ordinary ship; 
it was speedier than moat, and it carried the new 4.7 naval gun. Every member of the crew loved the 
new heavy guns because now they had some protection. Previoua to this, transport ships had no 
guns at all or just the small "Gatlins". 
Hour after hour there were no sounds but the hum of the enginea and the splash of the waves 
on the bow. Then, suddenly, a shrill whistle sounded "Action Stations!" Men raced to their posts 
and peered through the murky haze to see the trail of the dreaded torpedoes. Hours of nerve-wrack-
ing suspense paned by as the submarine manoeuvred to new positions to aim more torpedoes at the 
munition-laden transport. Somehow the captain and his crew managed to fight off the submarine 
and dodge its terrible missiles until dusk was falling. 
The Germans f~ared the new guns of the transport, but were becoming desperate. They moved 
in closer to the ship to take deadly aim, but they came too close. The chief engineer on board the 
transport got orders for "Full Speed Ahead". Immediately the powerful engines churned the dark 
water of the ocean and the ship plunged forward, straight for the periscope of the submarine. With 
a dull thud and a tremendous shivering jolt, the heavy tr-a.naport crashed into the submerged sub-
marine. When it surfaced, the ship's gunners opened fire and finally aank it. 
When the British transport reached port, the captain and the chief engineer received letters 
from the British Acimiralty saying that they had won the- Distinguished Service Cross. They went 
to Buckingham Palace and received their decorations from His Majesty, King George V. 
The chief engineer of this story is Mr. Dave Young, D.S.C., who is now working as engineer 
in our own W . D. Lowe Vocational Sohocl. He is one of the very few Canadians to wear this deco· 
ration. ( Thanks, Mr. Anderson, for g iving us the "tip" about Mr. Young.) 
POEMS • • • 
GOD'S WORD 
Cad made th i8 world ror you and me. 
Not for war to wage constmntly. 
He made it 1, a pro, ;n~ ..:round, 
To find just who "'-a, hea,tn bound; 
And sin..:e it c.:nme for such a cause 
Cood. nor e~ ii, should ~ain applause 
• TOGETHER 
T~et~ could not wash their lea, e~ 
\X'ithout the rallinjt rain. 
If there were no plou,-:h or farmer 
Soil ~ould not bring forth i,:rain. 
And I , ono of the gentler sex, 
React like land and wear her 
cannot har, est happines.!t, 
Unless: we are together. 
8y £,1111.l' HUKA, CIB 
• VOCATIONAL ! 
\"ocational ! Vocational! That's where I belong. 
A school or good spirits and a cheerful song. 
Gymnastics hu·e -.·e ror a show in the sprins.t. 
\X"hen we airls and boys ha,e parents 10 bring. 
\X'e have Open House with all displuys. 
And many concerts and many plays. 
So ..-h1· not sho" "hat 1·ou can do 
To make your parents proud of you. 
By JOSIE KARCHUK, C2C 
H~ made it for your retlo\\ man, 
For all were alike when the world began. 
He made it not for a creed or race-, 
To light o'er the colour or •nother's face. 
He made it for us all to be 
In • world of perfect harmon)'. 
Pri:r Po~m b)' D0R££/II HARRIS, CIB 
• NIY CLASSMATES 
I ,ce man>· smilin,c hce~ 
In my classroom ""Y day. 
Healthy, happy, caeefree children, 
Full or pep and energ1•. 
I know they always eat their breakrast 
E,ery mornin~ about eight, 
Ha,e some orange juke and ceresl. 
And src always wide awake. 
The)• hl\e no 1in1e for boy Friends, 
The>·'re so busy reading books; 
l.urnin~ how 10 wash the dishes, 
Iron. s ew. and be i:ood cooks. 
E«r)' ni~ht )Ou'II find them 
All s nugly tucked in bed, 
And far away in dreamland 
Before the clock <lrikes ten. 
If you don't belie,e my story. 
And this 1•ou"d like 10 see, 
Just take a look some mornin.1: 
At the girls of C I E. 
8)• 11£1.EN Sl1 1PSON. C I E 
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• CLASS OF C4A 
One minute to nine, down the hall \\'e run, 
In we come stomping one by one. 
\X'har is this class rhar rums Miss Carley grey; 
It is the class of C4A. 
Off we go ro Miss Con nerry's class, 
She's trying to reach us English, poor lass! 
Macbeth is a tragedy we all agree, 
But ror whom? t\'\acbeth? or Miss Connerty? 
Then there's Miss Donaldson, typing you know. 
\'<'e "'ind up the typewriters :11nd off we go, 
One wants a time test, the other a spare, 
No wonder Miss Donaldson's tearing her hair! 
"You'll ne,•er learn," Mr. Jennings is storming, 
While the boys at the back a crap game are forming, 
The girls giggle and gossip the period Jong, 
Ah! Remember Mr. Jennings, your constitution is stron!:. 
For spelling we go ro Miss Coughlin's class, 
In there just a fe\\· can make a pass, 
She drills and drills and s till we fail, 
Boy, this poem is gening stale. 
For transportation once a week. 
Doctor Morrison's council we seek, 
He discusses railways at a great length, 
When that period's o,•er what he needs is strength. 
First period on Monday to Mrs. Campeau's we troop. 
She thinks we are quite a quiet group, 
She's lucky we go there at the first of the week. 
1\\onday mornings we're all 100 tired to speak. 
,\\r. Sparling has us once every day, 
Ha,·e you noticed? His hair is turning grey. 
For Office Practice no lime ha,·e we, 
\'('e ha,·e too much homework to do before three. 
Now. you know this poem could not be so, 
C4A sets a good e xample where\'er it goes, 
And besides, if this would ever be, 
They'd probably put us in C4B ! ! ! 
By BETTY STEFAN, C4A 
• "SPORT" · · C4B's MASCOT 
\X'e have a friend in C4B 
And no one else can s:e him, 
He comes to e,·ery class with us 
And we \\'Ould ne\ler leave him. 
\\'.'e found our friend in Litenture 
One Friday afternoon. 
Mary Newar was the one who found him 
As she walked into the room. 
Mary went to type one night 
And when her work was ended, 
In a hurry Mary left 
And forgot our friend. 
Now we are peeved at Mary, 
For leaving usport" that war. 
He was very hungry, 
And Oh! so tired next day. 
Nadia left the room one day, 
And pushed up the seat where he sat. 
We heard a squeal and turned to see 
Poor "Sport" laid out flat. 
Ot course you cannot see him. 
But do not make a fuss. 
You should be glad that you are sane, 
And not all nuts like us. 
By JOAN COULTHARD, C48 
• A DATE WITH FATE 
It's Saru rday night 
And J',•e got a big dare. 
I promised the girl friend 
I'd show up at eight. 
So I'm on my way o,er, 
l're got my Pop's car, 
But I need a mule train, 
She lives so • • • - fa~. 
knock on the door, 
I'm just a bit late, 
say I am sorry, -
She hits me with a plate! 
try my best to smile, 
I know it's all in fun. 
Her litlle sister kicks my shins, 
Her dad drags put his gun. 
"Get him out of here 
Before I part his hair!" 
I laugh. I light a cigarette. 
He's mad, but I don't care. 
or course she's still not read)r, 
Her hair's an awful mess, 
She hasn't got a thing to wear, 
She burnt her brand new dress. 
I sit and talk to Grandma, 
She must be a hundred and ten. 
She can't hear a word I'm saying, 
Her hearing a id's lost again. 
Ar last the girl friend's ready, 
She says. "Let us depart". 
Bur holy i\1oses, what a fix, 
The cursed car won't ~tart! 
lifted up the hood. 
Oh, what a sight 1 
tell her the whole thing's busted; 
Then. "Wham!!" out i:o the lights. 
She'd hit me with a monkey wrench, 
And I rook the hint, that's true. 
So now, dear friend, I'm all alone, 
M)' girl and I are through! 
By RON HODA RA, C. Special 
e TO THE TEACHER 
You "alk down the hall with s tately stride, 
All Vocational students step meekly aside. 
You wal k in the room. the class grows quiet; 
,. 
The moment you leave, they burst out in a riot. 
When you come back, the class is bent 
Over its work, so innocent. 
But an O\'erturned ink bottle pro,·es their guilt; 
Paper wads on the floor and your desk on a tilt. 
You "bawl out" the class, but they've had their day! 
A minute or so of lively play. 
A teacher must teach and you do your part; 
You realize the students aren't bad at heart. 
By MARGARET FORESTELL, C2C 
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CADETS 
CADET INSPECTION- B) L.\RRY ~lcCl{E . \D't. T4.\-(.' 
The inspection last year, with Cadet Lt. Col. Ralph Lawton in command, turned out to be a big 
disappointment. The inspection wa" scheduled to take place on the 19th of May, at 1930 hours in the 
Windsor Stadium. We had been having fine weather preceeding the inspection day but as fate would 
have it, rain commenced to pour down on May 19th. 
It was undecided whether to go through with the inspection or not. Finally it was decided that 
we should go through with it aa planned, I think the cadets deserve a great deal of credit for going 
through with the inspection in such fine spirit. In spite of the rain and cold, there wasn't a grumble 
from any of the boys on parade. 
The cadets formed up at the school at six o'clock and marched to the Windsor Stadium. By the 
time we arrived there, we were all completely "soaked". Lt. Col. W. J . Moogk, O.B.E., A.A., Q.M.G. 
took the salute. There was no inspection of the ranks because of the rain. Cadet Lt. Col. Ralph 
Lawton led the march paat and after this had been completed, 2nd in command, Cadet Major Larry 
McCready led the advance in review order. Then the cadets were dismissed from the field. 
It was truly unfortunate that it was raining because a wonderful show had been planned. For 
example, there was going to be Company and Rifle Drill, Platoon Dri!l, a Signalling Demonstration, 
First Aid, a Physical Training Demonstration, Gym and Band D e monstration, a platoon in attack 
and the whole show was to end up with several speakers. 
CADET CAMP-
The c.adet camp for Cen-
tral Command last year was 
held at Camp lpperwash. 
There were three camps 
altogether, two 10-day camps 
and one 6-week camp. The 
first camp lasted from the 15th 
to the 24th of June, the second 
camp from the 26th of June 
to the Sth of July, and the 
6-week camp from the 7th of 
July to the 18th of August. 
About 4S of our cadets atten-
ded the 6-week camp. 
Cadets from our school 
attended all of these camps. 
We supplied the three camps 
with our fine band and also 
a battalion commander, Ralph 
Lawton. Cadets from all over 
Ontario were at these camps. 
There were many activi-
CAMP IPPER\X ASH 
ties for the cadets at Camp lpperwash last year. Some of these were: Courses in Armoured Corps, 
Artillery, Engineering and Infantry under the supervision of Regular Army personnel; First Aid 
Courses, Swimming, Water Safety Courses, organized sports, recreational activities, with many tro-
phies and special awards. In addition to all of these there was s p ecial trade training in wireless sig-
naling and in motor mechanics. 
Our cadets won the Platoon SoEtball Championship and helped in winning the Company Soft• 
ball Championship. 
CADET ASSEMBLY- The awards which were supposed to be prese nted at the inspection, were 
presented at this auembly. The coveted Otter Chal!en :re Trophy which is competed for by Cadet 
teams from all over Canada, was presented by Capt. B. M. Millig-an, cadet training officer, and was 
accepted by Lt. Col. W . Harman. Individual medals were presented by Mr. P . P . McCallum, chair-
man of the Athletics Committee of the Board of Education, to each boy who helped win the Otter 
Trophy. These boys were: Alfred Bensette, Arthur Grundy, Gera'.d Ouellette, Melvin Rice. 
Gold rings were presented by Capt. Milli~an to the three cadets who had done the most to help 
the corps. These three cadets were: O. C. Cadet Lt. Col. Ralph Lawton, 2 I c Cadet Major Larry 
McCready, and 0. C. Cadet Major Stan Kosty. 
Cash prizes, donated by the Royal Canadian Armoure:I Col"l)S for the best cadet in each year 
and the best private in the school, were presente:i by Capt. Milligan to Cadet Sgt. Strong, 4th year; 
Cadet Lt. Col. Lawton, 3rd year; Cadet Major KostY, 2nd year; Cadet R eg. Sgt. Major Cunningham. 
Beat Private waa Cadet D . Gammon. 
At this same assembly Lt. Col. W. Harman gave up his post as chief instructor of the cadet 
corps to Major W . A. Ma~kin, who is n ow commandin g officer of the Windsor Regiment (22 Reece) . 
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CADETS 
CONGRATULATIONS to Major W. 
Malkin on his promotion to Officer Com-
manding the Windaor Regiment. Major 
Malkin made a splendid record during the 
wu and recently aucceeded Lt. Col. W. 
Harman aa chief cadet instructor in our 
achool. We all know that the Windsor 
Regiment and the Cadet Corp, of Lowe 
Vocational will be outstanding under hia 
leadership. Nice going ! 
QUARTER MASTER STORE- The Q.M.S. is under the able 1uperv1s1on of Lt. F. W. H. Barnes 
and Lt. C. L. Wallen. The aui1tant1 in the Q.M.S. are: Gary Duffy, Jack Siddle, Scotty Bissett, Ro-
bert Taub. The 600 uniforms which the Q.M.S. haa to keep in good condition have all been cleaned 
a nd checked for another year's use. The Q.M.S. was able to obtain enough berets to outfit the 
whole corps. In addition to thia, one dozen new "sam-browns" were purchased for the cadet offi-
cers. Anyone could obtain boots as in previous years at $3.00 a pair. The Q.M.S. is open every 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon from three to four o'clock. 
BOB BAKER us·ni: Armr·style ,drele.s s,t . 
(That i, the " ,\\O)U Cup" on top or set.) 
CADET INSTRUCTORS-
Although very bad weather prevented ua 
from making a remarkable showing at our an-
nual inspection, we can claim great achievements 
last year along the lines of rifle competition, 
wireleu competition, a nd many others. This 
could not have been possible without the expert 
supervision of Lt. Col. Harman, chief instructor; 
Major Malkin, junior officers; Capt. Seguin, 
senior officers; Major Jennings, rifle team; 
Capt. Anderson, signals; Capt. Barnes and Lt. 
Wallen, quartermasters; Lt. McManus, publi-
city; Lt. Murray, P.T. instructor; C. I. Newman. 
first aid; Bandmaster Neilson, band; Lt. Nel· 
son, Capt. Harrison, Lt. Cowgill, Lt. Stott, and 
Lt. Montrose. 
OFFICERS' CLASS- The officers' clan last year was a very good one indeed. About thirty-five 
fellows turned out the first night for cadet officer training. The clan was split into two g roups. The 
senior officers met every Tuesday night under Capt. Seguin'• inatruction. The junior officers met 
every W ednesday night under the instruction of Major Malkin. 
The cadet officers are taught rifle, platoon and company drill. In addition, they must learn a 
great deal of general information about army tr:iining, and they must learn how to teach the cadets 
under their command. 
• CADET 
OFFICERS' 
Cl.ASS 
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FULL COURSES 
BRUSH-UP COURSES - FINISHING COURSES 
W e SPECIALIZE in 
ADVANCED BUSINESS EDUCATION 
DAY SCHOOL AND NIGHT SCHOOL 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. ]. SERVICE, Principal 
Bank of Montreal Entrance: 15 Chatham St. E. 
Building Phone 3-4921 
.................................................................................................... 
····································································································· 
STERLING 
• Ready-Mix Concrete 
• BLOCl(S-Cinder or Concrete 
• Builders' Supplies 
• Phone 2-7241 
STERLING CONSTRUCTION COMP ANY LTD. 
2494 Sandwich St. E. Windsor, Ont. 
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• SIGNAL CORPS 
,\\oyer Cup Winners 
tront Roiv-
Ed Browell 
Art Grandy 
John Veres 
Lino Dean 
Vincent H uha 
Ron Martin 
Charles Strong 
Second /?ow-
Mr. Ross 
Geor,:e H reschenko 
Walter Murphy 
Joe Am brisko 
Mr. And<'rSon 
Gordon Tait 
Art Littler 
J\\r. Harman 
Page SiA'J'-F:ve 
SIGNAL CORPS- In April 1949, the Signal Corps of this school entered the Moyer Cup competi-
tion and came out on top, defeating all the other high schools in Ontario. This was the second year 
we had entered thi, ,;;ompetition but the fint time in the 6chool's history we had won such honours. 
Captain Anderson, who initructed this fine team, deserves a great deal of credit for leading and en-
couraging the cadets to such a success. 
There are many interesting and exciting attractions in the signal corps. During the lunch per-
iods and after school we contact Walkerville, Kennedy and Sandwich Collegiates on the walkie-talk-
ies and on the No. 19 sets which are in use by those who have their certificate for six words a minute. 
To obtain this certificate, a cadet must be ab le to receive the Morse code at a rate of six words 
per minute. When a cadet accompliahes this, he receives ten dollars for his effor t. 
Under the direction of Cadet Walter Murphy, the signallers practice every night to get plenty 
of experience which is one of the necessary factors in the development of a good signal corps. 
• BUGLE 
BAND 
BUGLE BAND- The Bugle Band this year under the instruction of Bandmaster T. U. Neilson and 
led by Cadet Melvin Rice, has approximately sixty members .. . Leading the brass section of the band 
is Cadet IBugle Sergeant Emil Breschuk with Cadet Drum ~ergeant Leonud McBride in charge of 
th~ percussion section. . 
Bugle Band practice, which takes place every Tuesday and Thursday evening after school, is 
started early in September and continues right through till the inspe::tion in May. 
Our Bugle Band received many compliments on its marching, neatness, and playing in the 
Christmas parade through the city. Many cadets from our band combined their efforts with cadets 
from other collegiates to furnish very fine music at Camp lpperwash last summer. It is hoped that 
th,: band can be taken as a unit to camp this year. 
This year, practically all of the music has been chan7ed. In addition to this, shee t music is 
now being used. The equipment of the band is a s fo"lows: fifty bugles, ten snare drums, six tenor 
dr11ms, two pairs of cymbals, and one bass drum . .. 
The precision timing of the march past and tl:e advance in review order is entirely dependent 
upon the band . .. If the band lags, it spoils the whole show. At the inspection last year, the band inten-
ded to do several acts such as marching and coun ter-marc-hin 1" and special formations. 
Thi$ year the band expects to improve all phases of its work and include a retreat to be played 
at tbe end of the inspection. It will be a very impressive ceremony - the band will be playing in · 
front of the flag staff as the flag is lowered. 
~ge Sixty-Six 
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WILLIAM'S 
Bedding 
NEW MATTRESSES 
Remaking Mattresses 
and Repairing 
Pillow and Box Spring 
One Day Service 
1286 DROUILLARD RD. 
PHONE 2-1721 
Windsor Ontario 
Windsor, Ontario 
················································ 
··· ····················· ······· ········ ······· Compliments of 
MCM Dairy Bar 
Ice Cream at its best 
Light Lunches, Tea, Hot Chocolate, 
Coffee 
1991 Ottawa St. Phone 4-2230 
Midnight Closing 
·····'· ·=·········· ····························· 
·························· ···················· Compliments of 
CANADIAN 
TRACTION 
LTD. . 
··········································· ····· 
·············································· 
You'll Enjoy Windsor's Shopping 
Centre! 
WATERMAN'S 
Co:its. Suits, Furs. Bridal Gowns 
553 Ouellette Ave. Phone 3-1210 
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TEAHAN 
. 
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. 
FURNITURE LIMITED : 
. 
. 
119 Chatham West 
at Pelissier 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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Shell Service Station 
Bridge & Wyandotte Phone 3-4794 
Prompt, Coutteous Service 
Specializing in 
LUBRICATING. SIMONIZING 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. CAR WASHING. GREASING 
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CADETS 
RIFLE TEAM-
· We can be justly proud of our rifle team 
for they can claim some wonderful achievements 
last year. First of all, they competed at the 
Ontario Rifle Auociation Match in December, 
1949. Our team was second and runners-up for 
the O.R.A. trophy. The team consisted of: 
Gerald Ouellette, Ralph Lawton, Arthur Grundy, 
Alfred Bensette, Joseph Danner, Robert Danner, 
and Ezro Rizzi. 
Our teams are competing also in the 1950 
competition of the: (1) Dominion of Canada 
Rifle Association Match; (2) The Ontario Pro• 
vincial Challenge Shield Competition; and (3) 
The Royal Military College Match. Our teams 
made very good showings at these same matches 
in 1949. 
The winner of the "Strathcona Crest" for 
being the best shot in the school in 1949, was 
Gerald Ouellette. 
Our Vocational Team represented the Wes-
tern Ontario Military Area in the Earl Roberta 
Trophy Competition, which is fired by Cadet 
teams in all parts of the British Empire. The 
match was fired with the .303 service rifle on 
the Camp lpperwash Ranges while the cadets 
were at lpperwash Cadet Camp. Targets were 
fired at ranges from 500 to 1,000 yards. The 
match included rapid fire, snap shooting, fir-
ing after running 100 yards, and deliberate fire. 
The results of t his competition have not yet 
been announced. Our team members were: 
- By LARRY McCREADY 
This year, again, our school was represen• 
ted at the Dominion Cadet Camp at Banff, Al· 
berta. Cadet Lt. Col. R. Lawton was the lucky 
fellow last year and he spent three happy weeks 
there. 
l'he first week was spent on Cascade 
Mountain, where he enjoyed fishing, climbing, 
and exploring. He learned to cook meals on 
outdoor fires and build shelters. Section sche-
mes in map-making and the use of walkie-
talkies were streued. 
The second week was taken up with gen-
eral military training, use of range finders, mine 
detectors, and "58" sets, and ceremonial drill. 
First aid was practised as well as learning how 
to lower patients over steep cliffs. Ralph was 
fortunate in becominr Capt. of the Guard. 
Gerald Ouellette, Alfred Bensette, Melvin Rice, 
Arthur Grundy, Rudy Krist. Rudy Krist acted 
as team captain and directed the fire of the 
team. 
W . D. LOWE Vocational also represented 
the Western Ontario Military Area in the Au-
gust D.C.R.A. annual meet at the Connaurht 
Ranges, Ottawa. Our team won the coveted 
Otter Challenge Trophy which ia competed for 
by Cadet teams from all over Canada. The 
match was fired at 500 yards with .303 service 
rifles. Team members were: Alfred Bensette, 
Gerald Ouellette, Arthur Grundy, Melvin Rice. 
At the same meet, in the .22 calibre competition, 
Melvin Rice won the Open Match which was 
open to all Cadets, and Arthur Grundy won the 
Green Shot Match-open only to those compe-
ting for the first time at the Connaught Ranges. 
FIRST AID TEAM-
The members of the first aid team, under 
the fine instruction of C. I. Newman, and led 
by Cadet Lt. Gene Krentz, were very much dis-
appointed when they could not put on for us 
their impressive show at the annual inspection. 
Although we did not see the "first-aiders" in 
action, we can be sure it would have been up to 
the fine standard of previous years' performan-
ces. 
Altogether, there were five teams requiring 
30 cadets , five men to a team with one spare. 
The third week was enjoyed in tours, and 
some of the famous spots he visited were: Lake 
Louise, Mt. Eisenhower, Lake Morraine, Em-
erald Lake, Johnston's Canyon, Lake Minna· 
wanka, Banff Springs Hotel, Mt. Norguay aki 
lift, Caves in Yoho Valley. He also saw the 
spiral tunnels in Kicking-Horse Pan and in 
the final week, he went on an all-day trail ride. 
Ralph tried all of the swimming pools and 
said he liked the pool at Lake Louise the best. 
He played volleyball and basketball on the local 
airport, for this provided the only flat surface 
in the district. 
After hours, Ralph enjoyed movies, con-
certs, plays, dances, canoeing and sigh tseeing 
in a nearby town. All cadets attended chu rches 
1n town and paraded afterwards. 
Ralph built quite a reputation for himself 
at the camp. He was acclaimed among the five 
beat cadets and waa a Company Commander 
for two weeks and a Battalion Commander for 
one week. He received a lapel pin for his ser-
vices and acquired a large album of snapshots. 
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Class News 
• FAMOUS SAYINGS OF T2E 
Sherwood Parker: "T'm not stay:ng tonight." 
Clarence Campbell: "Here\ nw homework. 
hovs:· · 
R11dv .:Louis" Gelina~: "Could 1 ha Ye some more 
~\'Oocl. :,[ r. Seggid ·· 
Bo;xe, \\"e~trop: "l didn 't do it. '.\lr. Seggie."' 
George Edwards: "But Sir!" 
Jack Foust: "\\'atch this play. boys." 
'.\lickcy \\'arner: "God sa,·e the Queen." 
Ron Kennedy: ··.\re you ,till thirsty. '.\1r. Sirr~'" 
John Emery: "I like pork and beans." 
Don Dorion : "E:<cuse me: · 
R11ssell Clinansm:th: "HaYen't ~ot it done. sir." 
Joe Zorica: "One l11ng low." 
Peter Lessel : "I. 2. 3. ~l ule Train." 
Santa Copat: ··Go like mad." 
Richa"d Jones: ".\h !'' 
Don Petrimonle: "Sir. the he-II jn,t rang. 
Fred Kee k: ·· Horse off.'" 
RaY Cisilino: "Kilowatt." 
I Tarry Hattagcllo: ··.\h. your nncle's moustache:· 
-By Rudy Gelinas 
- 111-
'.\lo,e and Sam ,,·ere good friends on earth. 
Sam died and went to heaven. and '.\lose died 
and ,, ent to the other place. Sam called up his 
iriend hy telephone: ·· :-,.10,e:· he said. "how <lo 
yon Ii ke it clown dar?" 
··Fine. hoy. fine." ' said ~1ose. ··.\ Jl we has 
to do is wear a red suit with horn,, and shorel 
a l:ttlc coal on the fire once in a while. \\"e 
ju,t work 'bout two hour, a day. How you like 
it up clar , .. 
"'.\lah goodness. we has to work all the time 
up here. \\"e has to get up "bout fo' o·clock an· 
haul in the stars. an· then iu we ain't haulin' in 
de moon or hangin· out de sun. we is rollin· 
de cloud, a~oun·:· 
"[low C<':ne. Sam. yo· ha~ to work so hard'"' 
"\\'ell. to tell ,·o the truth. ~lo,e. we·s a little 
,:,on o· hdp lll; here." 
- Ill-
· Za'lbtzkywi,Y. play left half: Karenoftzicki. 
r··:;'.•:: aif : Polkintowitz. quarterhack : and YOLi. 
S,n:: h. Sm ,·the. Smit t. ho,,·e,·er you pronounce 
it. full ark· ... 
-Ill-
• IS THIS YOUR CLASS? 
20'/, of the students gaze at the charming ,cen-
ery oubide the windo,Y. 
15'/, sitting in a trance. stare with gla,sy eye;,, 
at the head of the student in front. 
10'/, work:n4 with deep concentration. add ar-
tistic touches (handlebar moustaches. n1~h· 
hair. ribhons. bows. crossed e\'es) to th~ 
pictures of certain characters i;, the book. 
9'/, who \Yere out last night. sit completely 
stupefied. awakening now and then to open 
om: e,·elid. and then return to their slumber 
\\'ith a sigh. 
11'/, w'th artistic ambitions. spend their time 
"doodling". 
10'/, training to he insect collectors. make ,, ild 
pas,cs at the buzzing flies. 
10'/, of the ac-obatic type. sit with their chairs 
tilted precariouslv back,rarcls. These ~tn-
dcnb can b(' co;111ted on for at least one 
rL,Oltnding crash per per:od. 
l()'I,- priding themselYes on their marksmanship. 
,'.ing rubber hand, at their comrades with 
fiendish delight. 
-I'/, the tcacher·s pride and joy. listen with rapt 
attention to c,·eryth:ng she says. 
99'/, Oh. Oh! Somebody';,, skipped! 
Hy Betty Sccli\a. C-l.\ 
- 111-
TRACK & FIELD 
( Continued from Page -15) 
Ross Huggard, shot-putt artist, captured ju-
nior honours, followed by a first-former, W. 
Vaux. Vince Kogut became juvenile titleholder 
because of his speed on the straight track. Emil 
Sloboda was a close second. 
In the W.S.S.A. Track Meet held at Kennedy 
Stadium, our juvenile team placed second, only 
a few points behind Patterson. Kogut won the 
75-yard dash and placed in the high jump and 
broad jump, and netted enough points to place 
second for individual honours. Fledgling Har· 
old Hewitt took to the air in the pole vault and 
lost to a Kennedy boy by a fraction of his jer· 
sey. Burback wasn't up to par that day, but 
placed. second in individual honours, losing by 
one point. 
A cold London stadium (Western) greeted 
our boys a few weeks later at the W.0.5;5.A, 
Annual Track and Field Meet. The juveniles 
a :,ain placed second, next to Patterson. Kogut 
and Sloboda both broke the hop-step-and-jump 
re:ord. Kogut was first with a total bounce of 
33 feet, 2 in"«:.hes. John Salen brought along his 
m u sc!es and used them to throw the discus 11 
feet, 3 in ches, which broke the W.O.S.S.A. rec· 
ord.. His thrnw was outdistanced, though, by 
an "Atlas" from Patterson. Phil Burback fig· 
ured in personal points for the second consecu· 
tive year, winning second-place position. 
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THE CANADIAN ARMY " INSURANCE FOR PEACE " 
ADVANCE 
WITH THE 
~'\ ARMY I 
• 
For Full Information: 
FOR ACTIVE ARMY: #7 Peraonnel Depot. Wolsey Bar-
racks. London. Ont. 
FOR RESERVE ARMY: The W indsor Regt. or The Essex 
Scottish. The Armouries. Windsor. 
# 24 Transport Coy. RSACS or :241 
Medium Workshop RC£ME. St. 
Luke's Rd. Barracks. Windsor. 
* Graduates! 
There's a wholesome and 
worthwhile career waiting for 
you in the Canadian Active 
Army. Specialized training .. 
good pay . . . good living . . . 
frequent leaves ... are just a 
few of the many advantages 
that can be yours to enjoy! 
For part-time participation you 
may join Canada's Reserve 
Army! Put your spare time to 
profitable and pleasant use as 
a Reservist. 
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Class News 
• CRACKS AND KNACKS OF T2B 
E .. '\lien: "Hey .. \rmson !" 
S .. \lien: "Check out." 
E. Armson: "Got your :.lath?·• 
.\. Baillarg·eon : "Come on, eh?" 
P. Benny: Standing first. 
R. Brydges: ">!ot this kid.'' 
\\". Bufford: "How do you do this?" 
. \. Carder : "Fishing was good yesterday.'' 
J. Christie: ··\Vant a poke in the mouth?" 
B. Daxner: "You Combo." 
B. Imrie: "You look natural." 
R. Beno: " [ forgot it, sir.'' 
. \. Bensette: "\Ve didn't have any homework." 
J. Binder: ''T'll get my shot6 un." 
H. Boakes: "I don't know.'' 
H. Brandt: "Ha, ha." 
.\. Bryan: "\\'here's lllah ?" 
D. Burk(,ski; "Right .from the heart." 
R. Clcndenning: "Take off." 
C. Collard: "\\'hat homework?" 
.\. Seguine: "Pardon, sir? " 
H . Ga\\·ne: "[ had to wait ior Sher\\·ood." 
.\. Hamilton: "Haven't got it done." 
\,. Hebert: "Feed it. it might go away." 
l l. Husak: "Quit fooling around." 
(.'. Olehik: "Xo." 
.\. Bi .o : "Got your homework done?" 
B. Thomas: "\\'hat's wrong about Regina?" 
-By E. :\lien 
-Ill-
• TZB's TEACHERS' F AMOU.S SA YIN GS 
:.lr. Barnes: "Stop that whistling.'' 
'.\fr. Bennett: ··]£ Brydges answers no questioi1 ,; 
in 5~ hours, how long will it take him to 
answer one?'' 
':.lr. '.\furray: ''Don't put that in the Year Book." 
-111-
.\ teacher recei,·ed this note from a student's 
mother: "Please excuse J :mmy from school to-
day a, his father is sick and the pig has to he 
he fed ." 
• DAFFYNITIONS 
R:\CTERI:\ ............ The back door of a cafeteria 
DEXT ......................................... \ bump insi<le out 
POPCOR:'\ ........ Corn gone crazy with the heat 
CX.\ \\' .\RE .... Something you take off at night 
\\'0 101 ........................ Caterpillar with a sha,·e 
:.trR.\CI.E ................. \ woman who won't talk 
- 111-
'.\I r. Baircl: ··.\re 1·011 truthful. dependable. tru,-t-
worthy and l~onest?" 
Tom Clement: "Yes." 
'.\lr. Baird: "Are you conceited?'' 
Tom Clement: "Xo. what makes you think S<l? .. 
- II-
'.\lr. :'\dson entered the room and noticed 
Har:y Gawne chewing gum and siitting with hi, 
feet in the aisle. "Gawne," he exclaimed, ''take 
that gum out of your mouth and put your feet 
in." 
-I ll-
HOCKEY 
(Continued from Page 47) 
games this year. Assumption and Kennedy lost 
all their games because of infractions of W lS.S. 
A. rules. The Sandwich team was supposed to 
meet Lowe Vocational in the playoffs, but gave 
us the game by default. Our Techmen rested 
until Walkerville and Patterson fought it out . 
On Monday, February 20, the first game of 
the playoffs for the W.S.S.A. Championship was 
played, with our favourite rival, Walkerville. 
It was not until the final whistle blew that our 
boys could relax and say "We won". The score 
was close, S to 4 in our favour. 
The second playoff game was on the follow-
ing Wednesday. This game was even harder to 
win than the first one, but it turned out the 
right way for us, 3 to 2. The team's battle cry 
now is "On to Stratford!" 
T he team's top scorers were: Brown with 
41 points (22 goals and 19 assists); Bissett with 
26 points (12 and 14); Daldin with 19 points 
(9 and 10); Cameron with 16 points (10 and 6); 
and Zorica with 12 points (7 and S). 
Some personal honours: First official goal, 
Steve Slavik; Most aggressive player, Scotty 
Bissett; First penalty, not Joe but Bob Smith; 
Most time in penalty box, naturally Joe Zorica; 
Gentlest p layer, Jerry "209" Slavik; Best-tem-
p ered player, Murray Cameron- he sneaks be-
tween the other players' legs. Did you notice 
that Brown, Dawson, and the Slavik brothers 
were not playing their usual good hockey ? 
Make allowances,- they are love sick. The 
best rookies of the year are Lawson, Dawson, 
and Smith. We really feel sorry for Jack 
Siddle walking around with a cane, but he will 
have to learn not to break his ankle. 
~ 
I 
\ 
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Public Speaking Contest Winners 
ROBERT TAUB (Junior Boys); ELDA GA YA (Junior Girls); 
JOAN BEATON (Senior Girls); GENE KRENTZ (Senior Boys) 
........•.•......•••.••• •••••••..•..••••...•..• 
SALES - SERVICE 
"Service is Our Motto" 
CUTFORTH 
WASHER SERVICE 
1026 Drouillard Phone 2-2803 
•.•...•..••....•..••..•............. .•••••.... 
···· ······························ ············· 
DANCING 
at 
BEAUTIFUL PARKVIEW PAVILION 
JACKSON PARK 
THE HAL CAMPBELL ORCHESTRA 
Every Thursday and Saturday 
During Summer Months 
At Coral Ballroom 
During Winter Season 
•.•••••... .....••..••••...••.••..... .•..•.. ••.• 
WALTER 
COULTER 
Cameras, Sporting Goods 
Elec t rical Appliances 
575 OUELLETTE PHONE 3-4442 
BOWL 
A IR-COOLED 
Crescent Lanes 
1055 Ottawa St. 
PHONE 3-0960 SUMMER BOWLING 
-
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AUTOGRA'PHS 


